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Abstract

Real-time systems are those whose correctness depends not only on logical results

of computations, but also on the time at which the results areproduced. This thesis

provides a formal definition for real-time systems and includes the following original

contributions on real-time scheduling algorithms.

The first topic studied in the thesis is minimizing the total penalty to be paid

in scheduling a set of soft real-time tasks. The problem is NP-hard. We prove the

properties of any optimal scheduling algorithm. We also derive a number of heuristic

algorithms which satisfy the properties obtained. Moreover, we obtain a tight upper

bound for the optimal solution to the problem. Numerical results that compare the

upper bound with the optimal solution and the heuristic algorithms are provided.

In the second part of this thesis, we study the problem of minimizing the number

of processors required for scheduling a set of periodic preemptive independent hard

real-time tasks. We use a partitioning strategy with an EDF scheduling algorithm

on each processor. The problem is NP-hard. We derive lower and upper bounds

for the number of processors required to satisfy the constraints of the problem. We

also compare a number of heuristic algorithms with each other and with the bounds

derived in this research. Numerical results demonstrate that our lower bound is very

tight.

In the third part of the thesis, we study the problem of uplinkscheduling in

telecommunication systems with two dimensional resources. Our goal is to maximize

the total value of the packets sent in uplink subframe such that system constraints and

requirements are satisfied. The packets have various QoS requirements and have

either soft or hard deadlines. We take two approaches, namely 0-1 and fractional

approaches, to model the problem. Considering the properties of the application, we

derive globally optimal solutions in polynomial time for the models. We also present

a method to fine-tune the models. Numerical results are provided to compare the

performance of the various optimal algorithms each corresponding to a model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

In the physical world, the purpose of a real-time system is tohave a physical effect

within a chosen time-frame. Typically, a real-time system consists of a controlling

system (computer) and a controlled system (environment). The controlling system

interacts with its environment based on information available about the environment.

On a real-time computer, which controls a device or process,sensors will provide

readings at periodic intervals and the computer must respond by sending signals to

actuators. It is imperative that the state of the environment, as received by the con-

trolling system, be consistent with the actual state of the environment. Otherwise, the

effects of the controlling systems’ activities may be disastrous. Therefore, periodic

monitoring of the environment as well as timely processing of the sensed information

is necessary [40, 66].

In a real-time system, there may be unexpected or irregular events and these must

also receive a response. In all cases, there will be a time bound within which the

response should be delivered. The ability of the computer tomeet these demands

depends on its capacity to perform the necessary computations in the given time. If a
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number of events occur close together, the computer will need to schedule the com-

putations so that each response is provided within the required time bounds. It may

be that, even so, the system is unable to meet all the possibleunexpected demands.

In this case we say that the system lacks sufficient resources; a system with unlimited

resources and capable of processing at infinite speed could satisfy any such timing

constraint. Failure to meet the timing constraint for a response can have different con-

sequences; there may be no effect at all, or the effects may beminor or correctable,

or the results may be catastrophic. On the other hand, havinga sufficient number of

processors, one is able to schedule the tasks without missing any deadlines.

Each task occurring in a real-time system has some timing properties. These

timing properties should be considered when scheduling tasks on a real-time system.

The timing properties of a given task refer to the following items [24, 40, 46, 66]:

• Release time(or ready time(rj)): Time at which the task is ready for processing.

• Deadline (dj): Time by which execution of the task should be completed.

• Execution time (ej): Time taken without interruption to complete the task, after

the task is started.

• Completion time (Cj): Maximum time taken to complete the task, after the task

is started. This factor depends on the schedule.

• Makespan factor (ξj): Ratio ofCj to ej, i.e.,ξj = Cj/ej. This factor depends

on the schedule.

• Finishing time (Fj): Time at which the task is finished:Fj = Cj + rj. This

factor depends on the schedule.

• Penalty factor (Gj): Penalty that should be paid per time unit after the deadline

of taskτj .
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• Priority (ζj): Relative urgency of the task.

• Period (Pj): A periodic taskτj is a task recurring at intervals of time. Period

Pj is the time interval between any two consecutive occurrences of taskτj .

• Utilization factor (uj): The utilization factor of a periodic taskτj is defined

by ej/Pj . The utilization factor of a set ofn periodic tasksτ1, τ2, τ3, ..., τn is

defined by
∑n

i=1 ei/Pi.

Real-time systems span a broad spectrum of complexity from very simple micro-

controllers to highly sophisticated, complex and distributed systems. Some examples

of real-time systems include process control systems, flight control systems, flexible

manufacturing applications, robotics, intelligent highway systems, and high speed

and multimedia communication systems [7, 13, 24, 31, 40, 46,61, 66]. For instance,

the objective of a computer controller might be to command the robots to move parts

from machines to conveyors in some required fashion withoutcolliding with other

objects. If the computer controlling a robot does not command it to stop or turn in

time, the robot might collide with another object on the factory floor.

A real-time system will usually have to meet many demands within a limited time.

The importance of the demands may vary with their nature (e.g. a safety-related

demand may be more important than a simple data-logging demand) or with the time

available for a response. Thus, the allocation of the systemresources needs to be

planned so that all demands are met by the time of their respective deadlines. This is

usually done using a scheduler which implements a scheduling policy that determines

how the resources of the system are allocated to the demands.Scheduling policies can

be analyzed mathematically so the precision of the formal specification and program

development stages can be complemented by a mathematical timing analysis of the

program properties [13, 40, 66].
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1.2 Real-Time Systems

In this section we present a formal definition of real-time systems. As we mentioned

in Section 1.1, real-time systems are defined as those systems in which the correctness

of the system depends not only on the logical result of computation, but also on the

time at which the results are produced. If the timing constraints of the system are

violated, system failure occurs or a punishment is incurredfor the violation. Hence,

it is essential that the timing constraints of the system areguaranteed to be met. It is

also desirable that the system attain a high degree of utilization while satisfying the

timing constraints of the system [7, 13, 40, 46, 66].

A real-time application is normally composed of multiple tasks with different lev-

els of criticality. Although missing deadlines is not desirable in a real-time system,

soft real-time taskscould miss some deadlines and the system could still work cor-

rectly. However, missing some deadlines for soft real-timetasks will lead to paying

penalties. On the other hand,hard real-time taskscannot miss any deadline, other-

wise, undesirable or fatal results will be produced in the system [40, 46, 66].

We can formally define a real-time system as follows.

Consider a system consisting of a set of tasks,T = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn}, where the

finishing time of each taskτi ∈ T is Fi. The system is said to be real-time if there

exists at least one taskτi ∈ T , which falls into one of the following categories:

(1) Taskτi is ahard real-time task. That is, the execution of the taskτi should be

completed by a given deadlinedi; i.e.,Fi ≤ di.

(2) Taskτi is a soft real-time task. That is, the later the taskτi finishes its com-

putation after a given deadlinedi, the more penalty it pays. A penalty function

G(τi) is defined for the task. IfFi ≤ di, the penalty functionG(τi) is zero.

OtherwiseG(τi) > 0. The value ofG(τi) is an increasing function ofFi − di.

The set of real-time tasksT = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn} may contain hard and soft real-time
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tasks.

Let TS be the set of all soft real-time tasks inT ; i.e.,TS = {τS,1, τS,2, ..., τS,l} with

τS,i ∈ T . The penalty function of the system is denoted byG(T ), where

G(T ) =
l∑

i=1

G(τS,i)

1.3 Problems that seem real-time but are not

Sometimes the concept of real-time is misunderstood. The following cases are given

to clarify this [72, 73].

• One will occasionally see references to “real-time” systems when what is meant

is “on-line”, or “an interactive system with better response time than what we

used to have”. This is not correct. For instance, a system interacting with a

human and waiting for a person’s response is not real-time. This is because the

system is interacting with a human who can tolerate hundredsof milliseconds

of delays without a problem. In other words, since no deadline is given for any

task, it is not a real-time system.

A real-life example is standing in a line waiting for the checkout in a grocery

store. If the line can grow longer and longer without bound, the checkout pro-

cess is not real-time. But, if the length of the line is bounded, customers should

be served and output as rapidly, on average, as they arrive into the line. The

grocer must lose business or pay a penalty if the line grows longer than the

determined bound. In this case the system is real-time. The deadline of the

checkout process depends on the maximum length given for theline and the

average serving time for each costumer.

• One will also see references to real-time systems when what is meant is just

“fast”. It might be worth pointing out that “real-time” is not necessarily syn-
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onymous with “fast”. For example consider a robot that has topick up some-

thing from a conveyor belt. The object is moving, and the robot has a small time

interval to pick it up. If the robot is late, the object won’t be there anymore, and

thus the job will have been done incorrectly, even though therobot went to the

right place. If the robot is too early there, the object won’tbe there yet, and the

robot may block it.

1.4 Real-Time Scheduling

For a given set of tasks thegeneral scheduling problemasks for an order accord-

ing to which the tasks are to be executed such that various constraints are satisfied.

The scheduling problems considered in this thesis are characterized by a set oftasks

T = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn} and a set ofprocessors (machines)π = {π1, π2, ..., πm} on which

the tasks are to be processed. Scheduling, generally speaking, means the assignment

of processors fromπ to tasks fromT in order to complete all tasks under certain

imposed constraints. In classical scheduling theory it is also assumed that each task

is to be processed by at most one processor at a time and each processor is capa-

ble of processing at most one task at a time [32]. For a given set of real-time tasks,

we aim to devise afeasibleallocation/schedule to satisfy timing constraints. Let an

implementationconsists of a hardware platform and the scheduler under which the

program is executed. An implementation is called feasible if every execution of the

program meets all its deadlines. The release time, the deadline and the execution time

of the tasks are some of the parameters that should be considered when scheduling

tasks on a real-time system. The execution of a task may or maynot be interrupted

(preemptive or non-preemptive scheduling). Over a set of tasks, there may be a prece-

dence relation which constrains the order of execution. Specifically, the execution of

a task cannot begin until the execution of all its predecessors, according to the prece-

dence relation, is completed. The system on which the tasks are to be executed is
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characterized by the amounts of resources available [13, 24, 25, 32, 40, 45, 46, 66].

The following goals should be considered in scheduling a real-time system: [32,

40, 45].

• Meeting the timing constraints of the system

• Preventing simultaneous access to shared resources and devices

• Attaining a high degree of utilization while satisfying thetiming constraints of

the system; however this is not a primary driver.

• Reducing the cost of context switches caused by preemption

• Reducing the communication cost in real-time distributed systems; we should

find the optimal way to decompose the real-time application into smaller por-

tions in order to have the minimum communication cost between mutual por-

tions, where each portion is assigned to a computer.

• Minimizing the number of resources satisfying the timing constraints of the

system.

• Minimizing the penalty to be paid for overdue soft real-timetasks.

In addition, the following items are desired in advanced real-time systems:

• Task scheduling for a real-time system whose behavior is dynamically adaptive,

reconfigurable, reflexive and intelligent.

• Covering reliability, security, and safety.

Basically, the scheduling problem for a real-time system isto determine a sched-

ule for the execution of the tasks so that they satisfy their timing constraints [13, 25,

32, 40, 45, 66]. The appropriate scheduling approach shouldbe designed based on the

properties of the system and the tasks occurring in it. Theseproperties are as follows

[25, 40, 45, 66]:
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• Soft/Hard real-time tasks

The real-time tasks are classified as hard and soft real-timetasks. This is de-

scribed in Section 1.2.

• Periodic/Aperiodic/Sporadic tasks

Periodic real-time tasks are activated (released) regularly at fixed rates (peri-

ods). A majority of sensory processing is periodic in nature. For example, a

radar that tracks flights produces data at a fixed rate [13, 32,38, 45]. Ape-

riodic real-time tasks are activated irregularly at some unknown and possibly

unbounded rate. The time constraint is usually a deadline. Sporadic real-time

tasks are activated irregularly with some known bounded rate. The bounded

rate is characterized by a minimum inter-arrival period; that is, a minimum in-

terval of time between two successive activations. The timeconstraint is usually

a deadline [13, 32, 38, 45].

• Preemptive/Non-preemptive tasks

In some real-time scheduling algorithms, a task can be preempted if another

task of higher priority becomes ready. In contrast, the execution of a non-

preemptive task should be completed without interruption once it is started [13,

32, 40, 45].

• Independent/Dependent tasks

Given a real-time system, a task that is going to start execution may require

to receive the information provided by another task of the system. Therefore,

execution of a task should be started after finishing the execution of the other

task. This is the concept of dependency. The dependent tasksuse shared mem-

ory or communicate data to transfer the information generated by one task and

required by the other one. While we decide about scheduling of a real-time
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system containing some dependent tasks, we should considerthe order of the

starting and finishing time of the tasks [25, 40, 45, 66].

• Fixed/Dynamic priority tasks

In priority driven scheduling, a priority is assigned to each task. Assigning

the priorities can be done statically or dynamically while the system is running

[13, 25, 40, 45, 66]. The real-time scheduling algorithms are categorized, based

on their priority assignment method, into fixed and dynamic priority scheduling

algorithms. [13, 25, 40, 45, 66].

Not only for the fixed priority scheduling problems, but alsofor the dynamic

priority problems there exist polynomial algorithms whichprovide feasible

schedules of any task set which satisfy some specific conditions. For exam-

ple any set of periodic tasks which satisfy
∑n

i=1 ei/Pi ≤ 1 is guaranteed to be

feasibly scheduled using the Earliest Deadline First algorithm (EDF) [25, 32,

40, 45, 66, 67].

Many researchers have extensively worked on real-time scheduling algorithms.

The Rate Monotonic(RM) scheduling algorithm is one of the most widely studied

and used in practice [25, 32, 40, 45, 66]. It is a uniprocessorstatic-priority preemptive

scheme. The RM algorithm and therate monotonic Deferred Server(DS) scheduling

algorithm are in the class of Preemptive Static-priority based algorithms [25, 45]. The

parametric dispatchingalgorithm ([25, 29]) and thepredictive algorithm([25, 63])

are non-preemptive algorithms that attempt to provide highprocessor utilization while

preserving task deadline guarantees and system schedulability.

The Earliest Deadline First(EDF) algorithm is a priority driven algorithm in

which higher priority is assigned to the request that has earlier deadline, and a higher

priority request always preempts a lower priority one [25, 32, 40, 45, 66, 67].

The Dynamic Priority Exchange Server, Dynamic Sporadic Server, Total Band-

width Server, Earliest Deadline Late Server, and Improved Priority Exchange Server
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are examples ofPlanning Basedalgorithms [32], which work under EDF scheduling.

There exist manyBest Effortreal-time scheduling algorithms [32]. Two of the most

prominent of them are the Dependent Activity Scheduling Algorithm (DASA) [20]

and the Lockes Best Effort Scheduling Algorithm (LBESA) [51]. DASA and LBESA

are equivalent to the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm during underloaded con-

ditions [20], where EDF is optimal and guarantees that all deadlines are always sat-

isfied. In the event of anoverloadsituation, DASA and LBESA seek to maximize

the aggregate task benefit. A system is said to be in overload when the computational

demand of the task set exceeds the available processing time. In a real-time system,

an overload condition causes one or more tasks to miss their deadlines [14].

For scheduling a real-time system, we need to have enough information, such as

the deadline, release time and execution time of each task. Also, it is required to know

the importance of the task as compared with the other tasks, its precedence relation,

and the other properties of the tasks already mentioned in this section. A majority

of systems assume that much of this information is availablea priori and, hence, are

based on a static design. However, some of the real-time systems are designed to be

dynamic and flexible [13, 25, 40, 45, 66].

Recall that an implementation consists of a hardware platform and the scheduler

under which the program is executed. We would like to know in advance whether a

given algorithm can feasibly schedule a set of real-time tasks on a single processor

or multiprocessor platform. Therefore, we should look for the conditions that are

necessaryto ensure that an implementation is feasible. The aim is to find necessary

conditions that are alsosufficient, so that if they are satisfied, an implementation is

guaranteed to be feasible [25, 32, 40, 45, 66]. Anoptimal scheduling algorithmis

one which may fail to meet a deadline only if no other scheduling algorithm can

meet the deadline. Therefore, a feasible scheduling algorithm is optimal if there is

no other feasible algorithm with looser conditions. In order to prove the optimality
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of a scheduling algorithm, the feasibility conditions of the algorithm must be known.

For example, there is no dynamic-priority scheduling algorithm that can successfully

schedule a set of periodic tasks where
∑n

i=1 Ci/Pi > 1. Therefore, EDF is an optimal

algorithm. The optimal algorithm for a real-time scheduling problem is not unique.

For instance, in addition to the EDF algorithm, there is another optimal dynamic-

priority scheduling algorithm, which is the Least Laxity First (LLF) algorithm [31,

57].

In some real-time systems, the number of events occurring close together is high.

In this case, the number of processors serving real-time tasks should be increased.

The number of available processors is one of the main factorsin deciding how to

schedule a real-time system. In multiprocessor real-time systems, the scheduling al-

gorithms should prevent simultaneous access to shared resources and devices. More-

over, the best strategy to reduce the communication cost should be provided [32, 45].

If tasks have dependencies, calculating task completion times on a multi-processor

system is inherently more difficult than on a single-processor system.

The nature of the application may require distributed computing, with nodes con-

nected by communication lines. The problem of finding completion times is then even

more difficult, as communication between tasks can now take varying times [66].

Multiprocessor scheduling techniques fall into two general categories:

• Global scheduling algorithms

Global scheduling algorithms store the tasks that have arrived, but not finished

their execution, in one queue which is shared among all processors. Suppose

there existm processors. At every moment, them highest priority tasks of

the queue are selected for execution on them processors using preemption and

migration if necessary [45].

• Partitioning scheduling algorithms
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Partitioning scheduling algorithms partition the set of tasks such that all tasks

in a partition are assigned to the same processor. Tasks are not allowed to

migrate, hence the multiprocessor scheduling problem is transformed to many

uniprocessor scheduling problems [45].

For systems that contain more than one processor, we not onlyshould decide

about the appropriate scheduling algorithm on each processor, but also we have to

specify theallocation algorithmwhich assigns the tasks to the available processors.

For multiprocessor real-time systems, calculating the utilization bounds associated

with (scheduling, allocation)algorithm pairs leads us to achieving the sufficient con-

ditions for feasibly scheduling, analogous to those known for uniprocessors. This

approach has several interesting features: it allows us to carry out fast schedulability

tests and to qualify the influence of certain parameters, such as the number of proces-

sors, on scheduling. For some algorithms, the sufficient condition bound considers

not only the number of processors, but also the number of the tasks and their sizes

[25, 40, 45].

Global strategies have several disadvantages as compared with the partitioning

strategies. Partitioning usually has a low scheduling overhead compared to global

scheduling, because tasks do not need to migrate across processors. Furthermore,

partitioning strategies reduce a multiprocessor scheduling problem to a set of unipro-

cessor ones and hence they allow the use of well-known uniprocessor scheduling

algorithms for each processor. However, partitioning has two negative consequences.

First, finding an optimal assignment of tasks to processors is a bin-packing problem,

which is an NP-hard problem. Thus, tasks are usually partitioned using non-optimal

heuristics. Second, as shown in [16], task systems exist that are schedulable if and

only if tasks are not partitioned. Still, partitioning approaches are widely used by

system designers. In addition to the above approaches, we can apply hybrid partition-

ing/global strategies.
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1.5 Thesis Contributions

This thesis contains the results of my research on three major subjects in the field of

real-time scheduling algorithms. The contributions in my thesis include the following

original work:

1. We consider a set of soft real-time tasks under overload conditions. Due to

limited resources, it is not feasible to schedule the tasks such that they all meet

their deadlines. Since the tasks have soft deadlines, we have to pay a penalty for

missing the deadlines of tasks. The problem is to minimize the total penalty to

be paid. The problem is NP-hard. Our contributions are as follows. We derive

and prove some of the properties of any optimal scheduling algorithm for the

problem, provide a class of heuristic algorithms, and compare the performance

of the proposed algorithms. We also find an upper bound for theobjective

function, present the simulation results, and compare the upper bound with the

optimal solution and the best heuristic algorithm. The upper bound is very tight.

2. We consider a number of hard real-time tasks with high arrival rates. The tasks

have hard deadlines, so missing the deadline of one of the tasks will cause

failure of the system. The problem is studied under overloadconditions and

one processor is not enough to handle all of the tasks. In other words, there

is no algorithm to guarantee all deadlines can be met using a single processor.

Thus, the number of processors should be increased. Increasing the number of

processors is costly. The cost should be minimized while thesystem does not

fail. The problem is to find the minimum number of the processors required to

guarantee meeting the deadlines of all hard real-time tasks. The problem is NP-

hard. Our contributions are as follow. We derive upper and lower bounds for

the number of processors required by any allocation algorithm which satisfies

the EDF schedulability condition on each processor. We compare our bounds
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with a number of heuristic algorithms using simulations. Weobserve that the

lower bound that is obtained in this thesis is very tight.

3. We study the problem of designing a scheduling algorithm for uplink trans-

missions in telecommunication systems with two-dimensional radio resources,

such as WiMAX. The problem is a real-time scheduling problem, where QoS

requirements should be satisfied while scheduling. The objective of the prob-

lem is to find a time-efficient algorithm which optimally schedules the data

packets waiting to be served. The optimal algorithm should consider the dead-

line of data packets, the spectral efficiency, and the most requested type of

the packets. In addition, the algorithm should satisfy QoS requirements. The

solution to the problem is in high demand in the telecommunication industry.

Solving the problem, we derive a reliable, adaptive, flexible, and time-efficient

optimal scheduling algorithm for the problem.

1.6 Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, we study the first problem discussed in Section 1.5; namely, for a

set of soft real-time tasks that are to be scheduled on a single machine under overload

conditions, our objective is to minimize the total penalty paid.

We study, in Chapter 3, the problem of scheduling a set of periodic preemptive

independent hard real-time tasks on the minimum number of processors required.

In Chapter 4, we focus on the third problem in Section 1.5. In other words, we

study the uplink scheduling problem for WiMAX systems. Our objective is to derive

optimal time efficient algorithms for the problem. The algorithms derived in Chap-

ter 4 are self-adaptive algorithms that consider QoS of the system and the deadline of

data packets.
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Finally, Chapter 5 contains a summary of the thesis and directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Penalty Minimization for Soft

Real-Time Tasks

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of a real-time system is to produce a response within a specified time

frame. In other words, for a real-time system not only the logical correctness of the

system should be satisfied, but also it is required to fulfill the temporal constraints of

the system. Although missing deadlines is not desirable in areal-time system, soft

real-time tasks could miss some deadlines and the system will still work correctly

while certain penalties will have to be paid for the deadlines missed. In this chapter,

we focus our attention on scheduling of a set of soft real-time tasks under overload

conditions.

The problem under study in this chapter occurs in overload conditions where it can

not be guaranteed that all tasks can meet their deadlines. Inthis case, it is compelled

to miss some deadlines, while we aim to minimize the penalty that should be paid.

Consider a system that consists of a set of preemptive aperiodic independent soft

real-time tasks,T = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn}. A release timeri, a penalty factorGi, an exe-
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cution timeei and a deadlinedi are given for each taskτi ∈ T (see Section 1.1 for

the definition of these terms). The release time, penalty factor, execution time and

deadline for any given task take positive values. The penalty factor is the penalty that

should be paid per time unit after the deadline of taskτi. The finishing time of each

taskτi ∈ T , denoted byFi, depends on the scheduling algorithm which is used to

schedule the execution of the tasks. Suppose that the tasks are scheduled by some

scheduling algorithmA. In this work, we consider a single processor on which only

one task can be executed at any given time. Except for the processor, there are no

other shared resources that we need to take into account. We define the penalty func-

tion of taskτi asG(τi) = (Fi − di)
+Gi. In other words, ifFi ≤ di, G(τi) = 0;

otherwiseG(τi) > 0. The value ofG(τi) is a non-decreasing function inFi − di. The

penalty function of a given scheduling algorithmA for a given setT is denoted by

G(T ) =
∑n

i=1 G(τi).

As mentioned in Section 1.4, a system is said to be in overloadwhen the compu-

tational demand of the task set exceeds the available processing time. In a real-time

system, an overload condition causes one or more tasks to miss their deadlines [14].

For any given set of hard real-time tasks, it is shown in [9] that no on-line scheduling

algorithm operating in a uniprocessor environment can guarantee a useful processor

utilization greater than 0.25 under conditions of overload. In [8], a method is pro-

posed to improve overload performance in environments where there is a limit on the

tightness of task deadlines. In particular, they present a scheduling algorithm that

efficiently takes advantage of these limits to provide improved overload performance.

In this chapter, we study the scheduling of a set of soft real-time tasks under

overload conditions. This problem occurs in many real-world situations, including

economical systems, commerce, operating systems, etc. As an example, assume that

there exists only one machine in a small factory. The machinecan be used to manu-

facture various kinds of products ordered by customers. We assume thatn customers
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in various times arrive and order their desired products. Each product is needed to be

worked on for a specific time (execution time). The factory manager makes a sepa-

rate contract with each customer mentioning that the later the product ordered by the

customer gets ready after an agreed deadline, the higher thepenalty the factory owner

should pay. Assume that there is not sufficient time to finish all of the orders on time,

so we should schedule optimally to minimize the penalty thatshould be paid.

In fact, the problem under study occurs in overload conditions where it can not

be guaranteed that all tasks can meet their deadlines. In this case, it is compelled

to miss some deadlines, while we aim to minimize the penalty that should be paid.

A simplified version of the problem can be stated as finding an optimal scheduling

algorithm that minimizes
∑n

j=1 wjCj , whereCj is the completion time of taskτj in

some schedule andwj is a weight associated with that task. Since the problem is

NP-hard [28], it is not known if there exists any polynomial optimal algorithm for the

problem. In spite of that, we are interested to be informed about the behavior of any

optimal scheduling algorithm.

So far, there has been a lot of progress in the design of approximation algorithms

for a variety of scheduling problems in the aforementioned class [4, 5, 6, 17, 18, 30,

33, 64]. Also, in the real-time literature, several scheduling algorithms have been

proposed to deal with overloads (see for example [14, Chapter 2] and the references

therein). In [60], the problem is studied for the special case of non-preemptive tasks.

Moreover, there has been plenty of algorithmic work in the context of imprecise com-

putations [49, 62]. In the imprecise computation techniqueeach task is divided into

two subtasks, namely a mandatory subtask and an optional subtask. The mandatory

subtask is required for an acceptable result and must be computed to completion be-

fore the task deadline. The optional subtask refines the result. One of the problems in

that context is to schedule a set of monotone imprecise aperiodic real-time tasks with

the goal of minimizing the total error. Such scheduling problems differ from the prob-
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lem studied in this chapter since there is no optional portion for our tasks. In other

words, each task is required to be executed until it finishes.Therefore, the tasks of our

problem are all mandatory. In our problem, a task may finish its execution after its

deadline, but we should pay a penalty for missing the deadline. The penalty to be paid

depends on the finishing time as compared with the deadline and the value assigned as

the penalty factor to each task. In the problem under study inthis work, it is possible

that a task starts its execution even after its deadline. As mentioned earlier, the later

each task finishes its execution after its deadline and the higher the value of its penalty

factor, the more penalty we should pay. Minimizing the totaltardiness in scheduling

is another problem that has been studied extensively [3, 10,26, 39, 65, 68, 69]. The

problem of minimizing total tardiness is a special case of the problem studied in this

chapter. In our problem, if the values assigned to the penalty factors of all tasks

are identical, our problem will be reduced to a minimizationof total tardiness prob-

lem. In this work, we address a more general problem; namely,the scheduling of a

set of preemptive independent soft real-time tasks (see Section 1.1) where the objec-

tive function is to minimize the total penalties that shouldbe paid for the deadlines

missed. Since the tasks are soft real-time tasks, a task may miss its deadline, but it

is not dropped after missing its deadline. We let the task finish its execution after its

deadline. The remainder of the task should be executed later.

In this chapter, we formally define the problem and derive a number of prop-

erties of any optimal scheduling algorithm for the problem.Knowing a number of

properties of any optimal schedule for the problem will leadus in designing heuristic

algorithms which, in some properties, have the same behavior as the optimal sched-

ule. We provide a set of heuristic algorithms that satisfy the properties proved here.

The heuristic algorithms differ in the way that the task priorities are assigned. These

algorithms assign priorities by using functions of task execution times, penalty factors

or deadlines. We use numerical results to compare the algorithms that are provided.
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Finally, we derive a tight upper bound for the optimal solution. Since running time of

finding an optimal solution grows exponentially with the number of tasks, we com-

pare the upper bound with the optimal solution for small setsof soft real-time tasks.

We also compare the upper bound with the heuristic algorithms provided in the chap-

ter.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we formally

define the problem to be solved. In Section 2.3, we derive and prove some of the

properties of any optimal scheduling algorithm for the problem. Then, in Section 2.4,

we provide a class of heuristic algorithms, present simulation results and compare the

performance of the proposed algorithms. In Section 2.5, we find an upper bound for

the objective function, present the simulation results andcompare the upper bound

with the optimal solution. We also compare the upper bound with the best heuristic

algorithm provided in the chapter. Section 2.6 contains theconclusions.

2.2 Problem definition

Consider a set ofn soft real-time tasks. There exists one processor and only one task

can be executed on the processor at any given time. Except forthe processor, there

are no other shared resources to be taken into account. The tasks are preemptive,

independent and aperiodic. For each taskτi, we assume thatri, ei, Gi, anddi ,which

are respectively the release time, execution time, penaltyfactor and deadline of the

task, are known.

We define the penalty function of taskτi as

G(τi) = (Fi − di)
+Gi, (2.1)

whereFi = ri +ξiei is the finishing time of taskτi, ξi is the makespan factor (ξi ≥ 1),
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and

(Fi − di)
+ =







Fi − di if Fi − di > 0

0 otherwise.

A slot is the smallest time unit.

The objective is to minimize
∑n

i=1 G(τi). Therefore, we can formally express the

objective function as follows. Let us define

xi,t =







1 if the processor is assigned to taskτi

at time slott

0 otherwise

Our goal is to minimize the objective function

n∑

i=1

(ri + ξiei − di)
+Gi, (2.2)

subject to the following conditions

n∑

i=1

xi,t = 1,

which means only one processor is working at any given timet, and

∞∑

t=1

xi,t = ei,

meaning that the total time slots assigned to any given taski over time is equal to its

execution time.

As mentioned earlier, the problem defined in this section is known to be NP-hard

[28]. Thus, the known algorithms for obtaining an optimal schedule require time that

grows exponentially with the number of tasks. Assume that the tasks are prioritized

by a function for the optimal algorithm. Since the problem isNP-hard, it is not known

if there is any polynomial time function for prioritizing for any optimal algorithm of

the problem. Despite that, in Section 2.3, we demonstrate and prove the behavior of

any optimal scheduling algorithm, when the optimal order ofpriorities is provided.
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Figure 2.1: Status of processor in the proof of Lemma 1.

Knowing a number of properties of any optimal schedule for the problem will lead us

to designing heuristic algorithms which, in some properties, have the same behavior

as the optimal schedule. We provide a set of heuristic algorithms that are based on

the properties proved here. The heuristic algorithms differ in the way that the task

priorities are assigned. Also, it is desired to find an upper bound for the objective

function which, unlike the optimal algorithm, would be computationally feasible. In

this work, we derive a tight upper bound for the optimal solution.

2.3 Optimal scheduling algorithm properties

In this section, we prove a number of properties for any optimal schedule of the

problem of minimizing
∑n

i=1(ri + ξiei − di)
+Gi. For all of the following theorems

we have one processor and a set of independent preemptive aperiodic soft real-time

tasks. Except for the processor, there are no other shared resources that we need to

take into account.

Lemma 2.3.1 In an optimal schedule for the problem defined in Section 2.2,the pro-

cessor is not idle as long as there exists a task to be executed.

Proof: We prove this lemma by contradiction. Suppose that in a givenoptimal

schedule the processor is idle while all or a part of taskτi is ready to be executed (see

Figure 2.1).

There exists at least one other schedule which has a smaller value for the finishing

time of taskτi (i.e.,F ∗

i ≤ Fi, whereF ∗

i denotes the new finishing time of taskτi) and
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the finishing times of the other tasks in the system remain unchanged, this schedule

will result in a smaller value for
∑n

i=1(Fi −di)
+Gi. The new schedule is achieved by

moving the starting point of the remaining part of taskτi to the starting point of the

idle time. This replacement does not affect the finishing times of the other tasks that

are possibly in the system (see Figure 2.2). Therefore, the first algorithm (Figure 2.1)

is not optimal. �

τi idle
F

∗

i

� -� -

Figure 2.2: Status of processor for an optimal schedule in the proof of Lemma 1.

From the above lemma, it follows that if there is a task to be executed, the pro-

cessor cannot be idle. In other words, if the processor is idle in any optimal schedule

for our problem, there is no task to be executed during that time interval. Considering

the fact that idle times are time intervals during which there is no task to be executed,

it is sufficient that we prove the following theorems for timeintervals during which

there is no idle time; these are henceforth referred to as task-bursts. Any schedule,

including the optimal schedules, is a combination of idle times and task-bursts.

If the priorities of the tasks for the optimal scheduling aregiven, we could use

the following theorems to achieve an optimal schedule whoserunning time grows

polynomially with the number of tasks. Unfortunately, we donot have the priorities.

However, we can define the concept of priority for any optimalschedule for the prob-

lem studied in this chapter as follows. Suppose that taskτj arrives while the processor

is executing taskτi. Taskτj has a higher priority than taskτi if preemptingτi by task

τj will result in a smaller value in
∑n

i=1(Fi − di)
+Gi. In this case, taskτj preempts

τi immediately after it arrives. This is proved in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3.2 Suppose that taskτi is currently being executed by the processor.

In an optimal schedule for the problem defined in Section 2.2,when a higher-priority
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taskτj arrives, taskτi will be immediately preempted and taskτj will begin execution.

Proof: Since the tasks are independent, starting of execution of a task (taskτj)

does not depend on the finishing of another task (taskτi). Also, there are no other

shared resources except the processor. Therefore, preemption of taskτi by taskτj will

not be postponed because of their competition in gaining anyother resource, except

the processor. Considering the aforementioned cases, we prove that when taskτj

arrives, taskτi will be immediately preempted and taskτj will begin execution. We

prove the theorem by contradiction. Suppose that in the optimal schedule, taskτi can

be preempted some time after taskτj arrives (see Figure 2.3).

6τi τj τi

Fj

6

rj

� -� -� -

Figure 2.3: Status of processor in the proof of Theorem 2.3.2.

Because there exists at least one other schedule that has a smaller value for the

finishing time of taskτj (i.e.,F ∗

j ≤ Fj) and the finishing times of the other tasks in the

system remain unchanged, this schedule will result in a smaller value for
∑n

i=1(Fi −

di)
+Gi (see Figure 2.4 for an example). �

6τi τj τi
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Figure 2.4: Status of processor for a more efficient schedulein the proof of Theo-

rem 2.3.2.

Lemma 2.3.3 In an optimal schedule for the problem defined in Section 2.2,if task

τi is preempted by another taskτj and the execution of taskτj is not finished yet, task

τj can not be preempted by taskτi.
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Proof: We prove the theorem by contradiction. Suppose that in an optimal sched-

ule, taskτj can be preempted by taskτi (see Figure 2.5).

6

ri

6

rj

6

Fj

6

Fi

τi τj τi τj τi� -� -� -� -� -

Figure 2.5: Task preemption in the proof of Lemma 2.3.3.

On the other hand, there exists at least one other schedule that has a smaller value

for the finishing time of taskτj (i.e.,F ∗

j ≤ Fj) and the finishing time of the other tasks

in the system remain unchanged. The new schedule will resultin a smaller value for
∑n

i=1(Fi − di)
+Gi (see Figure 2.6). �
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Figure 2.6: Example of a more efficient schedule for the proofof Lemma 2.3.3.

Theorem 2.3.4 In an optimal schedule for the problem defined in Section 2.2,a task

can not be preempted more than once by another task.

Proof: This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3.3. �

2.4 Heuristic algorithms

2.4.1 Algorithms Description

Although it is not known if there exists any polynomial time optimal scheduling algo-

rithm for the problem, we have developed a set of heuristic algorithms for which the

properties discussed in the theorems in Section 2.3 hold.Class of algorithms, which
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will hereafter be referred to as algorithmS, represents a set of algorithms which are

the same, except in theirpriority function. The heuristic algorithms differ in the way

that the tasks priorities are assigned. For each algorithm,we consider apriority func-

tion fa,j , wherea is the name of the algorithm andτj is a task in the task set that

should be scheduled by the algorithm (refer to Table 2.1). Inother words, the pri-

ority function is the relative urgency of a task in a given algorithm. We perform the

scheduling based on the priority function. For an algorithma and a pair of tasksτh

andτj with respective priority functionsfa,h andfa,j , by fa,j ≺ fa,h, we mean that

taskτh has a higher priority than taskτj .

The priority function for each algorithm in the aforementioned class of algorithms

can be found in Table 2.1. One of the data structures, which weconsider for each

algorithm, is a matrix calledpriorityq. priorityq contains all of the tasks that have

arrived and either so far have not had a chance to be executed or preempted by a

higher-priority task. The matrix is always kept sorted based on the priority of the

tasks. For each task in thepriorityq we have the following information: release time,

remaining execution time, penalty factor, and deadline. The tasks are soft real-time

tasks. In the algorithms, when the deadline of a task is missed, we do not drop the task

from the queue. We let the task finish its execution, but a penalty should be paid for

missing the deadline. The penalty to be paid depends on the overdue time of finishing

the task and the penalty factor of the task. An arbitrary algorithm a in the class of

algorithmsS has the following steps:

• When a new taskτi arrives, we check if the processor is idle or busy. If it is

idle, we load the task on it. Otherwise, we verify if the execution of the current

task (τj) on the processor is finished.

If execution ofτj is finished, its termination time is computed. Then, the pri-

ority of task τi is compared with the task located at the top of thepriorityq

matrix. If the priority of taskτi is higher, the processor is allowed to executeτi.
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Otherwise, the position of taskτi in thepriorityq matrix is found and the task

that has the highest priority in thepriorityq matrix is taken.

If execution ofτj has not been finished yet, we check iffa,j ≺ fa,i, whereτj is

the task that is running currently by the processor.

• If fa,j ≺ fa,i, thenτi preemptsτj . Taskτj should be inserted intopriorityq

at the appropriate position. Tasks are sorted inpriorityq based on their

priorities. The position of taskτj can be found by comparing its priority

with the priority of the tasks inpriorityq.

• If fa,i ≺ fa,j then the processor should continue executing taskτj . Also,

taskτi should be inserted into its appropriate position in arraypriorityq.

• When there in no other task to arrive, the algorithm computesthe termination

time of the current task. Then the task which is on the top of array priorityq is

popped up and its termination time is computed. The process continues until

priorityq becomes empty.

• Finally, the algorithm computes
n∑

i=1

(Fi − di)
+Gi,

whereFi is the finishing time of taskτi.

As mentioned earlier, we consider different priority functions each of which is

used by one algorithm. For example, the priority function used in algorithmS1 is

diGi (see Table 2.1). This means that the priority of taskτi is higher than that ofτj

if djGj < diGi. The priority function used for each algorithm in this chapter can

be found in Table 2.1. All of the algorithms in Table 2.1 are different versions of

algorithmS, which we discussed earlier.

Consideringn soft real-time tasks, each task should be inserted into its appropriate

position in the sortedpriorityq matrix. We use the binary search algorithm to find the
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Table 2.1: Priority functions considered for each algorithm. The parametersei, di and

Gi are the execution time, deadline, and penalty factor ofτi, respectively.

Name of Algorithm Priority Function

S1 diGi

S2 1/(diGi)

S3 di

S4 1/di

S5 ei

S6 1/ei

S7 ei/Gi

S8 Gi/ei

S9 di/Gi

S10 Gi/di

S11 Gi

S12 1/Gi

S13 eiGi

S14 1/(eiGi)
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position of each task in the matrix. Hence, The running time of the algorithm is

O(nlogn), wheren is the number of soft real-time tasks.

2.4.2 Simulation Results: Comparing Algorithms

We have implemented the algorithms for comparison purposes. Simulation conditions

are as follows.

Each set of data includesn soft real-time tasks. For each task, we randomly gener-

ateri, ei, di andGi, which are the release time, execution time, deadline, and penalty

factor, respectively. The randomly generated data for thissimulation are uniformly

distributed. When randomly generatingdi, the condition thatei+ri ≤ di should hold.

In addition, the conditions0 ≤ ri and0 < ei are effective. For the purpose of having a

time limit in gaining the simulation results for this chapter, without loss of generality,

when we letri andei be randomly generated, the conditions that0 ≤ ri < 200 and

0 < ei < 200 are enforced.

We generate 20 different data sets with sizen. We execute each of the aforemen-

tioned algorithms on each data set. We compute the average ofthe penalty paid for

the 20 simulations with data set with sizen. The simulation is done for the algorithms

for n = 1 to 500, with step 10.

Each algorithm computes
n∑

i=1

(Fi − di)
+Gi,

whereFi is the finishing time of taskτi.

As mentioned earlier, the heuristic algorithms differ in the way that task priorities

are assigned. We observe in Figure 2.7 that in the algorithmswhere the priority as-

signed to each task is non-decreasing inGi, non-increasing inei, or non-increasing in

di, the total penalty to be paid is decreased. AlgorithmsS3 andS4 assign the priority

to each task in non-decreasing and non-increasing order ofdi, respectively. As a mat-

ter of fact,S4 is the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm. A schedulerfor a set of
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tasks is said to be feasible if every execution of the programmeets all its deadlines. It

is shown in [45] that on uni-processor systems, if the EDF algorithm cannot feasibly

schedule a task set on a processor, there is no other scheduling algorithm that can do

so. However, we study the problem under overload conditions. Therefore, there is

no algorithm that can feasibly schedule the task set. As we observe in Figure 2.7,

there are better algorithms as compared withS4. As indicated in the figure the best

performance belongs to the algorithmS8 whose priority function is non-decreasing

in Gi/ei. The optimal solution is smaller than the output of algorithm S8.

One may suggest to derive an algorithm whose priority function is non-decreasing

in Gi/(eidi). We refer to the new algorithm asS15. In Figure 2.8, we observe that the

results ofS15 is not better thanS8.
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Figure 2.7: Comparing different priority functions.
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Figure 2.8: ComparingS8 andS15.

2.5 Upper bound

In this chapter, we designed a number of heuristic algorithms that satisfy the proper-

ties of any optimal solution of the problem. Corresponding to each algorithm, we de-

rive an upper bound on the penalty to be paid. In other words, we can use the penalty

function of each heuristic algorithm to design an upper bound. In this section, we

use the penalty function of the best heuristic algorithm amongst the algorithms in this

chapter to derive an upper bound. The upper bound derived in this chapter is tight; the

upper bound of the penalty to paid is even smaller than the penalty to be paid using

the best heuristic algorithm provided in this work.

2.5.1 Deriving an Upper Bound

We observe, in Figure 2.7, that algorithmS8 has the best solution as compared with

the other algorithms discussed in Section 2.4. In other words, when the number of

tasks grows, the penalty that should be paid by the schedule provided by theS8 algo-
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rithm is smaller than the other algorithms. The priority assigned to each task in al-

gorithmS8 is non-decreasing inGi/ei. The optimal solution should perform equally

or better than algorithmS8. We take the priority rule of algorithmS8 to find the best

upper bound on penalty amongst the heuristic algorithms in Section 2.4. As a matter

of fact, corresponding to each heuristic algorithm in this chapter, we can find an upper

bound for the problem. Each of the upper bounds can be computed in O(n2) time,

wheren is the the number of tasks.

Theorem 2.5.1 A tight upper bound on the optimal penalty function of the problem

defined in Section 2.2 is computed as

min
n∑

i=1

(ri + ξiei − di)
+Gi ≤

n∑

i=1




ri + ei +

n∑

j=1,
Gi/ei<Gj/ej

ej − di






+

Gi. (2.3)

.

Proof:

We find the upper bound as follows. As mentioned in Section 1.1, Ci = ξiei is the

maximum time taken to complete the task, after the task is started. Therefore,

ξiei = ei +

n∑

k=1,
Gi/ei<Gk/ek,rk<ri<Fk

ek +

n∑

l=1,
Gi/ei<Gl/el,ri<rl<Fi

el, (2.4)

whereτk is any task which has arrived beforeτi, has a higher priority thanτi, and has

not been finished whenτi arrives, andτl is any task which arrives afterri and has a

higher priority thanτi, and finishes beforeFi. From Theorem 2.3.4, recall that a task

cannot be preempted more than once by another task.

It can be verified that

n∑

k=1,
Gi/ei<Gk/ek,rk<ri<Fk

ek +
n∑

k=1,
Gi/ei<Gk/ek,ri<rk<Fi

ek ≤
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n∑

j=1,
Gi/ei<Gj/ej

ej . (2.5)

Therefore, from (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain the following inequality

ξiei ≤ ei +
n∑

j=1,
Gi/ei<Gj/ej

ej .

Therefore, we conclude that

n∑

i=1

(ri + ξiei − di)
+Gi ≤

n∑

i=1




ri + ei +

n∑

j=1,
Gi/ei<Gj/ej

ej − di






+

Gi.

We hence obtain the following upper bound for the optimal penalty function

min
n∑

i=1

(ri + ξiei − di)
+Gi ≤

n∑

i=1




ri + ei +

n∑

j=1,
Gi/ei<Gj/ej

ej − di






+

Gi. (2.6)

�

Note on the right hand side of the inequality 2.6 that all of the parameters in this

upper bound are known before scheduling and it is not necessary to run a scheduling

algorithm to find them. Also, the upper bound can be calculated in O(n2) time, where

n is the number of tasks, while findingmin
∑n

i=1(ri + ξiei − di)
+Gi is an NP-hard

problem.

We need to find the optimal solution to compare it with the results of the upper

bound. We do not claim that the following algorithm is the best possible optimal

algorithm for the problem, in terms of running time. In orderto find the optimal

solution, we use the following steps: we find all of then! possible permutations

of order of priorities, which are assigned to a set ofn soft real time tasks. Then,
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we call algorithmA for any individual permutation of priorities, which computes

Σn
i=1(Fi − di)

+Gi for each of them separately. Finally, we find the minimum of

Σn
i=1(Fi − di)

+Gi that corresponds to the optimal schedule. The running time of the

optimal scheduling algorithm proposed in this section isO(n!).

2.5.2 Simulation Results: The Upper Bound

We have implemented the optimal algorithm and computed the upper bound forn =

1, 2, · · · , 8 for simulation purposes and comparison. Simulation conditions in this

section are the same as those used in Section 2.4.2, except that the simulation is done

for the algorithms forn = 1 to 8.

The optimal algorithm findsmin Σn
i=1(Fi −di)

+Gi, whereFi is the finishing time

of taskτi. Figure 2.9 compares the results of the simulations by plotting the penalty

to be paid versus the number of tasks.

As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, for any given taskτi, di is randomly generated

under the condition thatei + ri ≤ di holds. When there exists only one task to be

scheduled on the processor, there is no possibility to miss the deadline of the task.

Therefore, the upper bound and the optimal value on the penalty to be paid are zero.

In other words, the upper bound coincides with the optimal solution atn = 1. When

there exists only one task to be scheduled, the upper bound and the optimal value on

the penalty are not shown in the logarithmic figure (Figure 2.9). In general, we may

have a set of one or more tasks that can be feasibly scheduled by some algorithms on

the processor without missing any deadlines. In this case, the penalty to be paid by

the algorithm is equal to zero.

Also, we observe that the ratio of the upper bound to the optimal solution becomes

smaller, as the number of tasks increases. For instance the ratio of the upper bound to

the optimal solution is less than 1.09 forn ≥ 13. We have also computed and plotted,

in Figure 2.10, the upper bound for the penalty to be paid versus the number of tasks
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for n = 1, 2, · · · , 500. Note that while it is computationally infeasible to find the

optimal penalty for large numbers of tasks, our upper bound can be easily calculated

in polynomial time.
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Figure 2.9: The total penalty of the optimal solution and theupper bound in (2.6).

We have compared the upper bound with algorithmS8. As we observe in Figure

2.11, the upper bound of the optimal penalty to be paid is smaller than the penalty

paid by algorithmS8. However, the upper bound just determines an upper bound for

the penalty to be paid by the optimal solution and it does not determine a schedule.

Therefore, in practical problems, where we have to provide aschedule, we propose

algorithmS8.

2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we study the problem of scheduling a set of soft real-time tasks un-

der overload conditions on a single processor, where our objective is to minimize the

total penalty paid. Since the problem is NP-hard, it is not known whether an opti-
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Figure 2.11: Comparing the upper bound of the total penalty andS8.

mal schedule can be found in polynomial time. In spite of that, we are interested to

know the behavior of any optimal algorithm for the problem. Hence, in this chapter,

we prove a number of properties of optimal scheduling algorithms for the problem.
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Knowing the properties helps us to gain insight into the behavior of any optimal al-

gorithm for the problem. Furthermore, the more we know aboutthe properties of

optimal algorithms, the better heuristic algorithms we canderive. Designing better

algorithms means designing polynomial time algorithms that behave as close as pos-

sible to an optimal algorithm for the problem. In this research, we provide a number

of heuristic algorithms which satisfy the properties obtained herein. The heuristic

algorithms differ in the way that the tasks priorities are assigned. We compare the

penalty to be paid by various algorithms that are proposed inthis chapter. We observe

that in the algorithms in which the priority assigned to eachtask is non-decreasing in

Gi, we pay a smaller total penalty as compared with the algorithms that proceed in the

opposite direction. Similarly, we pay a smaller total penalty for the algorithms whose

priority assignment is non-increasing inei or non-increasing indi, as compared with

the algorithms whose priority assignment is performed in the opposite direction.

We conclude from the simulation results that algorithmS8 has the best solution as

compared with the other algorithms discussed in this chapter. The priority assigned to

each task in algorithmS8 is non-decreasing inGi/ei. The total penalty of the optimal

solution should be equal to or smaller than the output of algorithm S8.

We also derive and prove a tight upper bound for the objectivefunction. We

observe that the ratio of the upper bound to the optimal solution becomes smaller, as

the number of tasks increases. The running time of computingthe upper bound is

O(n2), wheren is the number of tasks. Therefore, it is feasible to compute the upper

bound for a set of large real-time tasks in a short time. In order to determine the upper

bound, we select the priority function of algorithmS8, which has the best solution as

compared with the other algorithms.

An optimal scheduling algorithm is given in this chapter to compare the penalty

to be paid by the optimal solutions and its upper bound. The optimal algorithm grows

exponentially with the number of tasks. Therefore, comparison with the upper bound
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is done for small sets of real-time tasks.

The upper bound derived here is closer to the optimal as compared with even the

best heuristic algorithm provided in this research. However, the upper bound does

not provide a schedule. Therefore, in practical problems, where we have to provide a

schedule, algorithmS8 is recommended.

Future work may include computing the ratio of our upper bound to the optimal

solution. Moreover, one may attempt to derive a lower bound.For a given set of

real-time tasks, considering the fact that the problem is NP-hard, it is not known

whether an optimal schedule can be found in polynomial time.However, it would

be worthwhile to model the problem as a Linear Programming (LP) problem. In this

case, some polynomial time algorithms, such as those that belong to the category of

the Interior Point method [12], can be applied.
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Chapter 3

Minimizing the Number of Processors

for Scheduling Hard Real-Time Tasks

3.1 Introduction

A real-time application is normally composed of multiple tasks with different levels

of criticality. Failure to meet the timing constraint for a response can have differ-

ent consequences. Although missing deadlines is not desirable in a real-time system,

some real-time tasks could miss some deadlines and the system will still work cor-

rectly, while certain penalties will have to be paid for the deadlines missed. On the

other hand, some real-time tasks cannot miss any deadlines,for if they do, undesir-

able or fatal results will be produced in the system [40, 46, 66]. The latter class, called

hard real-time tasks, is the type of real-time tasks which we consider in this chapter.

In a real-time system, the ability of a computer to meet the timing constraints

depends on its capacity to perform the necessary computations. If a number of events

occur close together, the computer will need to schedule thecomputations so that each

response is provided within the required time bounds. It maybe that, even so, the

system is unable to meet all possible unexpected demands. Inorder to prevent failure
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of the system, one should increase the number of processors.Having a sufficient

number of processors, one is able to schedule the tasks without missing any deadlines.

Multiprocessor scheduling algorithms are categorized into either Partitioning or

Global strategy. In this chapter, we focus our attention on algorithms that use a par-

titioning strategy. Partitioning strategies reduce a multiprocessor scheduling problem

to a set of uniprocessor ones, thereby allowing well-known uniprocessor scheduling

algorithms to be applied to each processor. Using the partitioning approach, we need

to consider both an allocation algorithm to determine the processor that should be

assigned to each task and a scheduling algorithm to schedulethe tasks assigned on

each processor. One of the main concerns in designing a partitioning strategy is find-

ing an algorithm to allocate the tasks to the minimum number of processors that are

required.

Many methods have been devised to make a good combination of the pair of

(allocation, scheduling) algorithms. The most popular scheduling algorithms are the

Rate Monotonic (RM) and the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithms, since both of

them are optimal scheduling algorithms on uni-processor systems [45]. An optimal

real-time scheduling algorithm is one which may fail to meettiming constraints only

if no other scheduling algorithm can meet the timing constraint [45].

Some researchers have focused on the problem when RM scheduling is used on

each processor (see, for example, [52, 53]). However, our concern is solving the

problem by employing a partitioning method, when the EDF scheduling algorithm is

used on each processor and the allocation algorithm fits intothe following frame. In

this chapter we generally talk about any allocation algorithm which picks up tasks

one by one and assigns each task to one of the existing processors and if there is not

enough room on them for the new task, then we add a new processor. It is proved

in [1, 28, 42] that the problem is reducible to the Bin Packingproblem (BPP), and

consequently the problem is NP-hard. Therefore, the most efficient known algorithms
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use heuristics, which may not be the optimal solution, to accomplish very good results

in most cases. The Best-Fit (BF), First-Fit (FF), Best-Fit Decreasing (BFD), First-Fit

Decreasing (FFD), Modified First-Fit Decreasing (MFFD), Next-Fit (NF), Annealing

Genetic (AG) algorithms are a number of heuristic algorithms derived so far for the

problem [21, 22, 41, 55].

In [16], it is proved that the most achievable utilization (see Section 1.1) onM

processors for all of the above-mentioned heuristics and also for an optimal partition-

ing algorithm is only(M + 1)/2, even when an optimal uniprocessor scheduling al-

gorithm such as EDF is used. In other words, there exist task systems with utilization

slightly greater than(M+1)/2 that cannot be scheduled by any partitioning approach.

In [54], a more general result has been derived. The authors of [54] consider periodic

task systems consisting of tasks with utilization at mostα, for some fixedα, where

0 < α ≤ 1. Definingβ = ⌊1/α⌋, the authors prove thatULL = (β.M +1)/(β +1) is

the most achievable utilization onM processors using the scheduling algorithms that

are classified as EDF-based partitioning scheduling algorithms. There exist periodic

task systems with utilization slightly greater than(β.M + 1)/(β + 1) that are not

schedulable onM processors by any partitioned EDF-based scheduling algorithm.

It is proved in [48] that the problem of finding the minimum number of processors

with l priority levels to schedule a set of tasks is NP-hard.

In this research, we use EDF scheduling on each processor. Therefore, we should

look for an appropriate allocation algorithm to assign the tasks to the minimum num-

ber of processors while the EDF-schedulability condition is satisfied on each pro-

cessor. The problem is reducible to the BPP, and therefore, we take advantage of

the existing heuristic algorithms for BPP. We derive upper and lower bounds for the

number of processors required by any allocation algorithm with the EDF schedula-

bility test for each processor. In this chapter, verification of the conditions of EDF-

schedulability is calledEDF-schedulability test.
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We compare our bounds with a number of heuristic algorithms using simulations.

As expected, the number of processors as determined by the heuristic algorithms is

bounded by our upper and lower bounds.

The upper bound derived here is on the number of processors achieved by any

allocation algorithm in our framework and with EDF-schedulability test on each pro-

cessor.

The lower bound that is obtained in this chapter is very tightand its results are very

close to the results of the First Fit Decreasing in Utilization factor (FFDU) algorithm

and Best Fit Decreasing in Utilization factor (BFDU) algorithm discussed in Section

3.4. The minimum number of processors required for scheduling is equal to or larger

than the proposed lower bound for the number of processors and smaller than the best

heuristic algorithm. Since we look for the algorithm with the minimum number of

processors, the best heuristic algorithm amongst the aboveheuristic algorithms is the

one with the least guaranteed performance. Simulation results lead us to the fact that

the difference between the number of processors achieved bythe FFDU and BFDU

algorithms and the results of an optimal algorithm is negligible.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sections 3.2, we review

the EDF scheduling algorithm. Then, in Section 3.3, we formally define the problem

under study. In Section 3.4, the Bin Packing problem and a number of its approxima-

tion algorithms are discussed. In Section 3.5, we derive theupper and lower bounds

for the number of processors. In Section 3.6, we present simulation results and com-

pare the performance of the heuristic algorithms with the upper and lower bounds

derived in this chapter. Section 3.7 contains the conclusions.

3.2 EDF scheduling

The EDF scheduling algorithm is a priority driven algorithmin which a higher priority

is assigned to the request that has an earlier deadline, and ahigher priority request
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always preempts a lower priority one [25, 32, 40, 45].

The following assumptions are made for the EDF algorithm.

(a) No task has any nonpreemptable section and the cost of preemption is negligi-

ble.

(b) Only processing requirements are significant; memory, I/O, and other resource

requirements are negligible.

(c) All tasks are independent; there are no precedence constraints.

(d) The tasks do not have to be periodic.

This scheduling algorithm in an example of priority driven algorithms with dy-

namic priority assignment in the sense that the priority of arequest is assigned as

the request arrives. Suppose each time a new ready task arrives, it is inserted into

a queue of ready tasks which is sorted by the deadlines. If sorted lists are used,

the EDF algorithm takesO((N + o)2) time in the worst case, whereN is the total

number of the requests in eachhyper periodof n periodic tasks in the system and

o is the number of aperiodic tasks. We define a hyper period as the period equal to

the least common multiple of the periodsP1, P2, P3, ..., Pn of the n periodic tasks.

Typically, if tasksτ1, τ2, τ3, ..., τn have periodsP1, P2, P3, ..., Pn, scheduling must be

covered for a length of time equal to theleast common multipleof the periods, i.e.,

lcm(P1, P2, P3, ..., Pn), as that is the time at which each task will have an integral

number of invocations. If any of thePi are co-primes, this length of time can be ex-

tremely large, so where possible it is advisable to choose values ofPi that are small

multiples of a common value.

EDF is an optimal uniprocessor scheduling algorithm. This can be proved by

using atime slice swappingtechnique. Using this technique, we can show that any

valid schedule for any task set can be transformed into a valid EDF schedule [45].
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It is shown in [45] that a set of periodic hard real-time taskswith relative deadlines

equal to their periods, can be feasibly scheduled by the EDF scheduling algorithm on

a uniprocessor systemif and only if
∑n

i=1 ei/Pi ≤ 1 [45]. In Section 3.4, we discuss

how to use this fact to solve the problem.

3.3 Problem definition

Consider a set ofn hard real-time tasksT = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn}. The tasks are periodic,

independent and preemptive. Their deadlines are equal to their periods. Multiprocess-

ing is acceptable. The processors are identical. The numberof processors, which are

available to be added to the system, is not predetermined. Migration is not allowed.

Except for the processors, there are no other shared resources in the system.

The objective is to find lower and upper bounds for the number of processors

required by the followingclass of algorithms:

1) A partitioning strategy is used. Therefore we consider a combination of (allo-

cation algorithm, scheduling algorithm) for any algorithmin this class.

2) The EDF scheduling algorithm is used on each processor.

3) Various allocation algorithms that are considered in this research share the fol-

lowing common properties: Start with one processor. Take tasks one by one

and decide which of the existing processors should be assigned to the task,

while sufficient conditions of EDF-schedulability should be satisfied for each

processor. Each allocation algorithm adds a new processor to the system, only

if there is not enough spare capacity for the new task on the existing processors

to guarantee the feasibility of EDF-scheduling.

Theorem 3.3.1 For a set of periodic independent preemptive hard real-timetasks, it

is guaranteed that all of the deadlines are met by any algorithm which satisfies items
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1, 2 and 3 discussed above.

Proof: We prove this by contradiction as follows. Given an algorithm in the class,

we assume that there exists at least one task that can not meetits deadline. In this case,

there exists at least one processor which has been assigned to a set of tasks, including

the task that can not meet its deadline, where the EDF algorithm has not feasibly

scheduled the set of tasks on the processor. But this is not possible, because, while

assigning the processors to the tasks, the sufficient condition of feasibly scheduling

by EDF is satisfied. �

3.4 Heuristic Algorithms

Let animplementationconsist of a hardware platform and the scheduler under which

the program is executed. An implementation is said to befeasibleif every execution

of the program meets all its deadlines. Based on the properties of the real-time sys-

tem, the parameters of the system, and the algorithm appliedfor scheduling, we may

determine sufficient conditions for feasibility of the scheduling algorithm. In what

follows, by schedulability test, we mean checking whether the sufficient conditions

of a given scheduling algorithm hold for a set of real-time tasks. For instance, for

a set of periodic hard real-time tasks, there exist simple schedulability tests corre-

sponding to the case where the relative deadlines are all equal to the periods. In such

a case, if all tasks are periodic and have relative deadlinesequal to their periods, they

can be feasibly scheduled by the EDF algorithmif and only if the utilization fac-

tor of the set of the tasks is smaller than or equal to 1. In thisresearch, we use EDF

scheduling on each processor. Therefore, we should look foran appropriate allocation

algorithm to assign the tasks to the minimum number of processors while the EDF-

schedulability condition is satisfied on each processor. The problem is reducible to

the one-dimensional Bin Packing Problem (BPP) with fixed size bins, and therefore,
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we take advantage of the existing heuristic algorithms provided for one-dimensional

BPP.

The BPP can be defined as follows. GivenN objects with various specific sizes to

be placed in bins of capacityV each, it is required to determine the minimum number

of bins to accommodate allN objects. More formally, we are asked to find a partition

and assignment of a set of objects such that a constraint is satisfied or an objective

function is minimized.

In computational complexity theory, the bin packing problem is a combinatorial

NP-hard problem, as observed in [1, 28, 42]. The Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) and First

Fit Decreasing (FFD) algorithms are two approximation algorithms for the problem

that use no more than(11/9)OPT + 1 bins, whereOPT is the number of bins given

by the optimal solution [18]. The simpler of these, the FFD strategy, operates by first

sorting the items to be inserted in decreasing order by volume, and then by inserting

each item into the first bin in the list with sufficient remaining space. The sorting step

is relatively expensive, but without it for the BF and FF algorithms, we only achieve

the looser bound of(17/10)OPT + 2. A more efficient version of FFD uses no more

than(71/60)OPT + 1 bins [27, 56].

In this research, we simulate the following heuristic allocation algorithms, which

can be categorized into two types of algorithms: the FB algorithms and the FF algo-

rithms, discussed in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respectively.

• First Fit Increasing in Execution time (FFIE) algorithm: sorts the tasks in as-

cending order of their execution times and then uses the FF algorithm with

EDF-schedulability.

• First Fit Increasing in Period (FFIP) algorithm: sorts the tasks in ascending

order of their periods and then uses the FF algorithm with EDF-schedulability.

• First Fit Increasing in Utilization factor (FFIU) algorithm: sorts the tasks in
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ascending order of their utilization factors and then uses the FF algorithm with

EDF-schedulability.

• First Fit Decreasing in Execution time (FFDE) algorithm: sorts the tasks in

descending order of their execution times and then uses the FF algorithm with

EDF-schedulability.

• First Fit Decreasing in Period (FFDP) algorithm: sorts the tasks in descending

order of their periods and then uses the FF algorithm with EDF-schedulability.

• First Fit Decreasing in Utilization factor (FFDU) algorithm: sorts the tasks in

descending order of their utilization factors and then usesthe FF algorithm with

EDF-schedulability.

• Best Fit Increasing in Execution time (BFIE) algorithm: sorts the tasks in as-

cending order of their execution times and then uses the BF algorithm with

EDF-schedulability.

• Best Fit Increasing in Period (BFIP) algorithm: sorts the tasks in ascending

order of their periods and then uses the BF algorithm with EDF-schedulability.

• Best Fit Increasing in Utilization factor (BFIU) algorithm: sorts the tasks in

ascending order of their utilization factors and then uses the BF algorithm with

EDF-schedulability.

• Best Fit Decreasing in Execution time (BFDE) algorithm: sorts the tasks in

descending order of their execution times and then uses the BF algorithm with

EDF-schedulability.

• Best Fit Decreasing in Period (BFDP) algorithm: sorts the tasks in descending

order of their periods and then uses the BF algorithm with EDF-schedulability.
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• Best Fit Decreasing in Utilization factor (BFDU) algorithm: sorts the tasks in

descending order of their utilization factors and then usesthe BF algorithm with

EDF-schedulability.

The BF and FF algorithms are described as follows.

3.4.1 The BF-based Algorithms

In this work, we sort the tasks in increasing or decreasing order of execution time, pe-

riod, or utilization of tasks. In the BF algorithm, we pick the tasks one by one from the

sorted array of the tasks, and then find the processor amongstthe existing processors

which has the largest remaining capacity. We then check whether the selected proces-

sor has enough room for the task in hand. If the chosen processor has enough room,

we assign the task to the processor. Otherwise, none of the other existing processors

has enough space, and we should add a new processor and assignthe task to the new

processor. We repeat the above procedure for all of the tasksone by one. We have

provided six different algorithms of this type which are distinguishable by the order

used to sort the tasks. The running time of the BF algorithms isO(nlogn), wheren is

the number of hard real-time tasks. The BFIE, BFIP, BFIU, BFDE, BFDP, and BFDU

algorithms are categorized into BF-based algorithms with EDF-schedulability, which

is described as follows.

The BF Algorithm with EDF-schedulability

1 Sort the tasks based on either descending order or ascendingorder of one of

the following parameters: execution time, period, or utilization factor.

2 Add one processor to the system and assign the first task to theprocessor

3 For all of the tasks,
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– Find the processor amongst the processors available which has the most

remaining utilization capacity.

– Check if the sum of the utilizations of the tasks assigned so far to the

processor and the utilization of the new task exceeds 1.

∗ If not, assign the task to the processor and add the utilization of the

task to the total utilizations of the tasks so far assigned tothe proces-

sor.

∗ Otherwise, there is no processor among the existing processors that

has enough capacity for the new task. In this case, add a new proces-

sor, assign the task to the new processor and set the total utilization

of the tasks assigned to the processor as the utilization of the new

task.

end if

end for

4 Count the number of the processors used in the system.

3.4.2 The FF-based Algorithms

The other algorithm type, the FF algorithm, works as follows. Similar to the previous

algorithm, we sort the tasks based on one of the above criteria into an array. We start

with one processor. We pick the tasks one by one from the sorted array and assign

them to the recently added processor as long as the utilization factor of the set of

the tasks assigned to the processor does not exceed 1. Once itexceeds unity, we add

another processor and assign the last task, which could not be assigned to the previous

processor, to the new processor. We use the round robin method to pick the tasks. The

FFIE, FFIP, FFIU, FFDE, FFDP, and FFDU algorithms are categorized into FF-based

algorithms with EDF-schedulability. The algorithms are distinguishable by the order
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used to sort the tasks. The running time of the FF algorithms is O(nlogn), where

n is the number of hard real-time tasks. In the following algorithm, TA is the total

number of tasks that are assigned during the program. The tasks and processors are

indexed by parametersi andj, respectively, in the following algorithm.

The FF Algorithm with EDF-schedulability

1 Sort the tasks based on either descending order or ascendingorder of one of

the following parameters: execution time, period, or utilization factor.

2 Let i = 1

3 Let j = 1 % Add one processor to the system.

4 SetTA = 0, whereTA is the total number of tasks that have been assigned so

far.

5 WhileTA is smaller than the number of tasks (n),

– If taski has not been assigned yet,

∗ If there is enough room for taski on processorj,

- Assign taski to processorj.

- TA = TA + 1

end if

end if

– i = i + 1

– if i = (n + 1),

∗ i = 1

∗ if TA is smaller than the number of tasks (n)

· Let j = j + 1 % Add a new processor to the system.
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end if

end if

end while

6 The value ofj is the number of the processors used in the system.

3.5 Lower and Upper Bounds

Using the partitioning strategy, it is required to have an algorithm to allocate each task

to a processor, and then a scheduling algorithm to schedule the tasks on each proces-

sor. For a set of preemptive independent periodic hard real-time tasks, it is sufficient

to apply any allocation algorithm that satisfies the conditions in Section 3.3. In this

case, it is guaranteed that all of the deadlines are met. In this chapter, the allocation

algorithms are chosen as follows. We assign a priority to each task in increasing or

decreasing order of its execution time, period or utilization factor. Then, we apply

either the BF algorithm or the FF algorithm on the prioritized tasks to determine the

processor which should be assigned to each task. After processor assignments have

been done, for the tasks assigned to a given processor, a taskwith the earliest dead-

line receives the highest priority. It is the priority mechanism that is used in the EDF

scheduling algorithm. As mentioned earlier, we use the EDF scheduling algorithm

for each processor, because employing the EDF algorithm allows the problem to be

reducible to BPP with fixed size bins with capacity equal to one. In case we had used

the RM scheduling algorithm, the problem would have been reduced to BBP with bins

of various sizes. The EDF algorithm is an optimal uniprocessor scheduling algorithm,

which is discussed in Section 3.2. Our problem will be reduced to finding an appropri-

ate efficient algorithm that allocates the tasks to the minimum number of processors

while meeting their deadlines is guaranteed. So long as the sum of the utilizations of

the tasks assigned to a processor is no greater than 1, the task set is EDF-schedulable
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on the processor. Therefore, the problem reduces to making task assignments with

the property that the sum of the utilizations of the tasks assigned to a processor does

not exceed 1. In this research, we study the allocation algorithms which at each itera-

tion select the highest priority task and then verify the EDF-schedulability condition

to check if there is enough room for the task on one of the existing processors. We

assign the task to one of the processors, depending on the allocation algorithm, that

has enough room. Otherwise, a new processor should be added to the system to ac-

commodate the new task. Note that, from Section 3.3, we assume that the number of

processors, which are available to be added to the system, isnot constrained.

Our contributions in this chapter are as follows.

We find and prove a lower bound for the minimum number of processors for any

allocation algorithm that has the properties discussed in Section 3.3. The lower bound

that is obtained in this research is very tight. The minimum number of processors re-

quired for scheduling is equal to or larger than the proposedlower bound for the

number of processors and smaller than the best heuristic algorithm. The lower bound

on the number of processors is very close to the number of processors achieved by the

FFDU and BFDU algorithms discussed in Section 3.4. Since we look for the algo-

rithm with the minimum number of processors, the best heuristic algorithm amongst

the above heuristic algorithms is the one with the least guaranteed performance. Sim-

ulation results lead us to the fact that the difference between the number of processors

achieved by the FFDU algorithm and the results of an optimal algorithm is negligible.

We also find an upper bound for the number of processors required by any al-

location algorithms in our framework and with the EDF-schedulability test on each

processor. In this thesis, we try a number of heuristic algorithms with an EDF schedu-

lability test, compare them with each other and with the upper and lower bounds

provided in this chapter.
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3.5.1 A Lower Bound

Theorem 3.5.1 Consider a set ofn periodic, independent, preemptive and hard real-

time tasksT = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn}, whose deadlines are equal to their periods. Multipro-

cessing is acceptable. The processors are identical. The number of processors, which

are available to be added to the system, is not constrained. Migration is not allowed.

Except for the processors, there are no other shared resources in the system. We have

m ≤ h,

whereh is the number of the processors required to guarantee that the tasks can meet

their deadlines by any algorithm which belongs to the class of algorithms defined in

Section 3.3, andm = ⌈
∑n

i=1(ei/Pi)⌉, with ei and Pi being the execution time and

period of taskτi.

Proof: We prove this theorem by contradiction. Assume that to the contrary the

expressionm � h is true.

In other words,

h < m (3.1)

We consider any arbitrary subsetTh of tasks that are EDF-schedulable onh pro-

cessors, when we use the partitioning strategy. In other words,Th ⊆ T and since

∑

τj is a task on the first processor(ej/Pj) ≤ 1
∑

τj is a task on the second processor(ej/Pj) ≤ 1
∑

τj is a task on the third processor(ej/Pj) ≤ 1
...
∑

τj is a task on thehth processor(ej/Pj) ≤ 1

we have
∑

τj∈Th

(ej/Pj) ≤ h (3.2)
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On the other hand, from the fact thath is a natural number and from (3.2), we

conclude that 





∑

τj∈Th

(ej/Pj)







≤ h (3.3)

Consideringm = ⌈
∑n

i=1(ei/Pi)⌉ and from (3.1) and (3.3), we conclude that







∑

τj∈Th

(ej/Pj)







<

⌈
n∑

i=1

(ei/Pi)

⌉

(3.4)

Therefore,

Th 6= T. (3.5)

From (3.5) andTh ⊆ T , we conclude thatTh ⊂ T . Therefore, all of the tasks in

T are not EDF-schedulable onh processors. Hence,m ≤ h. �

3.5.2 An Upper Bound

Theorem 3.5.2 Consider a set ofn periodic, independent, preemptive and hard real-

time tasksT = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn}, whose deadlines are equal to their periods. Multipro-

cessing is acceptable. The processors are identical. The number of processors, which

are available to be added to the system, is not constrained. Migration is not allowed.

Except for the processors, there are no other shared resources in the system. We have

h < 2m,

whereh is the number of the processors required to guarantee that the tasks can meet

their deadlines by the algorithm which belongs to the class of algorithms defined in

Section 3.3, andm = ⌈
∑n

i=1(ei/Pi)⌉, whereei and Pi are the execution time and

period of a taskτi, respectively.

Proof: Suppose that the tasks have been assigned onh processors via one of the

algorithms that satisfy the assumptions of the theorem.
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The occupied portion of thekth processor is given by

Uk =
∑

τj is a task on thekth processor

ej

Pj

(3.6)

and the unoccupied portion of thekth processor is therefore

Rk = 1 − Uk. (3.7)

We defineR andU as follows.

R =
∑

k is one of theh processors

Rk (3.8)

U =
∑

k is one of theh processors

Uk (3.9)

From (3.6) and (3.9), we obtain

U =

n∑

i=1

(ei/Pi). (3.10)

Referring to the assumptions of the theorem, we havem = ⌈
∑n

i=1(ei/Pi)⌉.

Therefore, from (3.10), we obtain

m = ⌈U⌉. (3.11)

HavingU ≤ ⌈U⌉ and from (3.11), we have the following inequality:

U ≤ m. (3.12)

On the other hand, from (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and the fact that the tasks have been

assigned onh processors, we conclude

R + U = h. (3.13)

For any combination of (allocation algorithm, scheduling algorithm) of the class

of algorithms discussed in Section 3.3, we have

Uj > Ri, (3.14)
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wherej > i. Otherwise, there was enough space for the tasks, which are currently

assigned to thej th processor, on theist processor and it was not required to add thej th

processor to the system.

From (3.14), we can say thatUh > R1. Therefore, we have

1 − Uh < 1 − R1. (3.15)

Referring to (3.15) and (3.7), we obtain that

Rh < U1. (3.16)

From (3.16) and (3.14), we conclude the following set of inequalities:







U1 > Rh

U2 > R1

U3 > R2

...

Uh > Rh−1

(3.17)

From (3.17), we conclude

R1 + R2 + · · ·+ Rh < U1 + U2 + · · ·+ Uh (3.18)

Considering (3.8), (3.9) and (3.18), we have

R < U (3.19)

From (3.19), (3.12), and (3.13), we conclude thath < 2m. �

3.6 Simulation Results

We have implemented the 12 algorithms discussed in Section 3.4 to compare them

with the upper and lower bounds provided in this chapter. Simulation conditions are

as follows.
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Each set of data includesn hard real-time tasks. For each task, we randomly gen-

erateei andpi, which are the execution time and period, respectively. Therandomly

generated data for this simulation are uniformly distributed. While generating the

data sets, we have considered the relationei < pi for each task. Then, we generate

20 different data sets with sizen. We then execute each of the aforementioned algo-

rithms, namely the 12 heuristic algorithms and lower and upper bounds, on each data

set. We compute the average of the aggregations of the numberof the processors of

the 20 simulations for data set with sizen. The simulation is done for the algorithms

for n = 1 to 500, with step 10.

Each heuristic algorithm allocates and schedules the taskson a number of proces-

sors and computes the number of processors required by the algorithm. Lower and

upper bounds are computed based on Theorem 3.5.1 and Theorem3.5.2 derived in

this chapter. Simulation results are provided in Figure 3.1. As expected, the results

of the heuristic algorithms are between the upper and the lower bounds. We observe

in Figure 3.1 that the FFDU and the BFDU algorithms have the closest outputs to the

lower bound. The optimal solution lies between the lower bound and the FFDU algo-

rithm. We also observe that the lower bound is very tight and the results of both of the

FFDU and FDBU algorithms are very close to the optimal solution. For instance, it is

shown in Figure 3.2 that for 20 sets ofn = 350 tasks, the average of the lower bound

for the required processors is equal to 133, where the FFDU and BFDU algorithms

return 133.5 and 134 processors on the average, respectively. The optimal value is in

the range of 133 to 134 processors. As we observe, the difference is negligible. In

fact, the number of processors that are found by the lower bound are very close to

the numbers found by the optimal algorithm. The running timeof the lower bound is

O(n).

Moreover, the complexity of the FFDU algorithm isO(nlogn), wheren is the

number of hard real-time tasks. In other words, it assigns a set of hard real-time
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tasks to a set of processors in polynomial time and the numberof processors, which

is required by this algorithm, is almost equal to the minimum. As already stated,

a version of FFD uses no more than(11/9)OPT + 1 bins in BPP [18]. This ratio

states the guaranteed performance of the approximation algorithm. Comparing the

numerical results of the lower bound and the number of processors required by the

FFDU algorithm and considering the tightness of the lower bound, we observe that,

on the average, the difference in performance between the FFDU algorithm and the

optimal algorithm is negligible.

Calculating the upper bound, we find out that by a combinationof any allocation

algorithm (according to the definition given in this chapter) and the EDF scheduling

algorithm, we require no more than2 ⌈
∑n

i=1(ei/Pi)⌉ processors to schedule the set

of hard real-time tasks.
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Figure 3.1: Number of processors required for schedulingn real-time tasks by various

EDF-based partitioning algorithms.
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Figure 3.2: Enlarged version of a portion of Figure 3.1.

3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied the problem of scheduling a set ofindependent periodic

hard real-time tasks on a minimum number of identical processors such that the tim-

ing constraints of the events are satisfied. We focused on thepartitioning strategy

when the EDF scheduling algorithm schedules the tasks assigned to each processor.

Therefore, we looked for an appropriate allocation algorithm to assign the tasks to as

few processors as possible, while the EDF-schedulablity test is satisfied on each pro-

cessor. The problem is reducible to the BPP. Considering thefact that the problem is

NP-hard, there is no known polynomial algorithm to solve theproblem. There exists

some approximation heuristic algorithms for BPP.

In this work, we have derived an upper and a lower bound for thenumber of pro-

cessors of any combination of (allocation, EDF scheduling)algorithm, where alloca-

tion algorithms are fit into the frame we have defined in Section 3.3. We implemented

12 heuristic algorithms and as we expected, the number of processors required by the
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heuristic algorithms lie between the bounds. Since we are looking for the algorithm

that uses the minimum number of processors required, the optimal algorithm should

be between the lower bound and the best approximation algorithm (the best algorithm

among the 12 heuristic algorithms discussed in Section 3.4 are enough for our pur-

poses). Among the 12 algorithms, the FFDU algorithm is the best as compared with

the other heuristic algorithms. Therefore, the optimal solution should be placed be-

tween the lower bound and the number of processors given by the FFDU algorithm.

The FFDU algorithm has a small guaranteed performance as compared with the op-

timal algorithm. On the other hand, as noted in the numericalresults, the difference

between the average number of processors from the FFDU algorithm and the lower

bound is negligible. We can conclude that the lower bound is tight.

We have also derived an upper bound for the number of processors.
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Chapter 4

Uplink Scheduling Algorithms for

WiMAX Systems

4.1 Introduction

Traffic management algorithms in wireless communications should provide reason-

able services for multimedia applications such as Voice over IP, video conferencing,

and video on demand. As a result, considerable effort is being made by both industry

and academia to converge multimedia services and ubiquitous instant access, which

by necessity depend on Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) technologies. Standards

for BWA are being developed within IEEE project 802, WorkingGroup 16, often

referred to as 802.16. The IEEE 802.16 standard [36, 37], also known as WiMAX,

is one of the most popular standards for near future fixed and mobile wireless access

technologies. The Orthogonal Frequency Division MultipleAccess (OFDMA) mode

in this standard is considered to be the baseline technologyfor future mobile tech-

nologies. The 802.16 standard specifies two modes for sharing the wireless medium:

Point-to-Multipoint (PMP) and Mesh. In the PMP mode, subscriber stations (SSs)

are organized into a cellular-like structure, where a base station (BS) serves a set of
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SSs within the same sector. Transmissions from SSs are directed to and coordinated

by the BS through the scheduling process. On the other hand, in the Mesh mode, the

SSs are organized ad hoc and scheduling is distributed amongthem. In this researh,

we consider the PMP case with the Time Division Duplex mode and half-duplex SSs.

The target air interface is Wireless MAN-OFDMA. Data is transmitted on a frame

by frame basis (see Section 4.2). Each frame is divided into downlink and uplink

subframes. Data is sent from a BS to SSs during downlink and from SSs to BS dur-

ing uplink. Thus, downlink subframes and uplink subframes are sent periodically. In

this chapter, we focus our attention on scheduling algorithms for uplink subframes.

Our aim is to model and optimally manage data transmission traffic. The traffic is

generated by multimedia applications with variousQuality of Service(QoS) require-

ments at the MAC layer of the IEEE 802.16 networks. QoS is a setof parameters that

describe a certain level of performance requirements for each type of traffic. Data

transmission traffic is required to be managed by a scheduling algorithm that satisfies

the constraints and requirements of the system.

The uplink process can be described as follows. When a new data packet arrives

in an SS to be sent over the channel, it is buffered in the SS. Then a bandwidth

request is sent from the SS to the BS. The admission controller in the BS considers

the available bandwidth and the channel quality at the moment and makes a decision

to accept or reject the bandwidth request. Using a perfect admission controller and in

time-unvarying channel conditions, data packets waiting to be served will not cause

the BS to be overloaded and an optimal scheduler will schedule all of the packets

without missing any deadlines. However, wireless channel conditions vary over time

and even with a fixed number of packets, the system may become overloaded in severe

channel conditions.

Two types of bandwidth allocation methods are defined in the 802.16 standard:

Grant Per Connection (GPC), and Grant Per Subscriber Station (GPSS). In the GPC
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method, the BS allocates grants to end users on a connection basis. On the other

hand, in the GPSS method, grants are allocated on an SS basis and packet scheduling

is handled by SSs. In this chapter, we consider the GPC method. Therefore, the BS is

responsible for handling all of the bandwidth requests issued by the SSs. If the request

is accepted, the scheduler in the BS should assign part of oneof the future uplink

subframes to the data and let the SS know about the decision when that frame starts.

Therefore, the SS is informed about the time to send the data from its buffer during

the uplink subframe. Data to be sent from an SS to the BS shouldbe transmitted

by a time constraint. In other words, sending overdue data does not make sense

and it will only waste the bandwidth. Here, we assume that by choosing suitable

physical layer settings for data flows, data packets sent over the channel are received

successfully at the destination, unless the deadline of thedata packet is missed at the

receiver. The scheduler should consider the deadline of thedata packets waiting to

be transmitted. In general, data flows fall into the following categories based on their

QoS requirements:

• The Unsolicited grant service (UGS) is designed to support real-time service

flows that generate fixed size packets on a periodic basis suchas voice over IP

(VoIP).

• The Real-time polling service (rtPS) is designed to supportreal-time traffic with

variable size packets on a periodic basis such as video.

• The Non-real-time polling service (nrtPS) is used for non real-time applications

that require variable size grants on a regular basis, such asthe file transfer

protocol (FTP) with a high bandwidth requirement.

• The Best Effort (BE) service consumes the remaining bandwidth by a contention-

based bandwidth request mechanism, such as Email transmission.
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We wish to derive a real-time scheduling algorithm that manages the data packets

to be sent in uplink while meeting their QoS requirements andtiming constraints. We

may also consider the spectral efficiency of the packets in designing the scheduler

to improve the throughput of the system. The scheduler must decide which data

packets should be placed in the uplink subframe in a frame by frame basis. Each

data packet has a length, a release time and a deadline. The deadline represents the

time at which data should be received in the destination after the data source has its

data ready to be transmitted. In addition, we, as a service provider, may consider

the QoS classes of the customers. For instance, for a serviceprovider that covers a

library, data transmission is as important as voice. On the other hand, in an area such

as the downtown of a city, voice transmission might be more important than data.

In other words, in one area the service provider’s goal may beto maximize the total

number of data packets sent, while in another area it can be essential to maximize the

number of UGS data packets to be sent. We may design a self-adaptive scheduling

algorithm that considers the most requested QoS classes by the customers. Designing

a self-adaptive scheduler, we derive a scheduler that can adapt itself automatically

with the customer needs. We observe that there are many parameters that should be

considered in designing a scheduler. For underloaded systems, all of the data packets

can be sent over the channel without missing deadlines. The wireless system has

limited resources and is usually over-loaded. In over-loaded conditions, there exists

a tradeoff in achieving the goals of the system. We can not, for instance, maximize

the number of packets in various QoS classes. In other words,if we increase the

number of packets in a QoS class to be transmitted, we have to decrease the number

of packets from the other classes. Therefore, we have to fine tune the model and

establish a tradeoff in transmitting the various QoS classes. We fine tune the model of

the system such that it represents the desired tradeoff of the parameters for the system,

timing constrains and the other system requirements. In other words, we make sure
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that the optimal algorithm of the model can optimally schedule the system and result

in the desired behavior of the system.

Scheduling methods are not predetermined in the IEEE standard. Scheduling at

the medium access control (MAC) layer of IEEE 802.16 has beenstudied in [11,

15, 19, 34, 35, 44, 50, 58, 70]. In [11], the authors have focused on resource al-

location in downlink and have suggested a heuristic run-time efficient solution for

two-dimensional mapping under priority constraints. In [70, 71], hybrid algorithms

(the Earliest Deadline First algorithm and the Weighted Fair Queue scheduling al-

gorithms) on real-time and non-real-time communications have been studied. The

author of [59] has proposed a number of heuristic QoS-based scheduling algorithm

that consider fairness as a factor in scheduling. The tasks in the problems under study

in [59] do not have real-time nature, although latency in thealgorithms have been

studied. The authors in [47] have presented an efficient heuristic algorithm for the

uplink scheduling problem for the QoS of voice. The majorityof methods in the

literature propose heuristic scheduling algorithms. Generally, we can categorize the

heuristic algorithms as follows.

• Regardless of the QoS class of the data packets, sort packetsaccording to their

deadlines, release times, or lengths, then send the packetsone by one.

• Four arrays of packets are formed, each array belonging to one of the QoS

classes. The service provider finishes serving one array andthen starts serving

another one. The order of the arrays to be served is based on the type of the

required service by the majority of the customers. For instance, the UGS class

may be considered as the highest priority group of the packets.

It is not proved in the literature that either of the above algorithms provides an

optimal solution. To the best of our knowledge, the results of this chapter represent

the first effort to treat the uplink scheduling problem formally and derive time efficient

optimal algorithms for uplink scheduling.
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Our approach to modeling can be summarized as follows. First, we distinguish

the system parameters that should be considered in scheduling. Then, we provide a

number of models each of which is suited for a number of systemconstrains. Then,

we develop a general model that describes the system with allof its possible con-

straints. We assign a parametervi to each data packet with either a hard or a soft

deadline which depends on the QoS constrains of the model andthe properties of the

data packet. The value ofvi represents the importance of the data packet as compared

with other data packets. Corresponding to each scheduling problem, we determine

an objective function. Then, we derive a real-time scheduling algorithm for each ob-

jective. The scheduling algorithm manages the packets to besent in uplink while

meeting their QoS requirements.

We show that the problem under study is a 0-1 Knapsack problem. The 0-1 Knap-

sack problem is defined as follows. We are given a set ofn items from which we are

to select a subset of items to be carried in a knapsack. Each item has both a weight

and a profit. The objective is to chose the set of items that fitsin the knapsack and

maximizes the profit. The number of each item in the 0-1 Knapsack problem is either

zero or one. The 0-1 Knapsack problem is an NP-hard optimization problem [28].

For the problem under study in this chapter, we first improve adynamic pro-

gramming algorithm that is pseudopolynomial optimal for the 0-1 Knapsack problem.

In computational complexity theory, a numeric algorithm runs in pseudopolynomial

time if its running time is polynomial in the numeric value ofthe input, but exponen-

tial in the length of the input (its number of digits). The running time of the dynamic

algorithm isO(Cn), whereC is the size of the knapsack andn is the total number

of items for the 0-1 Knapsack problem. In the application under study here, namely

uplink scheduling for WiMAX,n is the number of data packets that are waiting to

be sent andC is the size of the uplink subframe which is a fixed value. We consider

the properties of this application and notice the fact thatn is limited. We modify the
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dynamic programming algorithm and adapt it to the application and derive a linear-

time optimal algorithm for each objective. The optimal algorithms not only find the

optimal value, as in the original dynamic programming algorithm, but they also find

the set of packets that contribute to the optimal solution. Therefore, despite the fact

that the problem is NP-hard, we present a globallyoptimalscheduling algorithm that

solves the final problem inlinear time. We discuss how we can fine tune the model.

Fine tuning the model, one can make sure that the model represents the actual system

and takes QoS expectations into account. Comparison is madeamongst the optimal

algorithms for the various models via simulations.

Then, we take another approach to model the uplink scheduling problems. In the

new approach, the derived model for each scheduling problemrepresents afractional

Knapsack Problem. The Fractional Knapsack problem is defined as follows. We have

n objects and a knapsack. Theith object has positive weightli and positive valuevi.

The knapsack capacity isC. The objective of the Fractional Knapsack problem is to

select a set of proportions of objects to put in the knapsack so that the total value is

maximum.

We design an optimal scheduling algorithm for each model. The running time of

the optimal algorithm isO(nlogn), wheren is the number of data packets waiting to

be transmitted during an uplink subframe. We show that if allof the packets have hard

deadlines, the running time of the optimal scheduling algorithm is logarithmic. Also,

in the new approach, contrary to the first approach, the packets can be fragmented.

Hence, although we design optimal algorithms for both approaches, the optimal solu-

tion by the second approach (the fractional Knapsack approach) has a slightly better

performance as compared with the first approach (the 0-1 Knapsack approach). The

strategy of assigning a value to each data packet and the method of fine tuning the

models are the same in both approaches.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We define theproblem in Sec-
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tion 4.2. In Section 4.3, an overview of the existing approaches for the scheduling

problem in two dimensional telecommunication systems is provided. This section

contains a set of heuristic algorithms for the problem. In Section 4.4, we determine

various objectives for the application. We provide a numberof models, each of which

corresponds to one of the objectives. In Section 4.4, the scheduling problems are

modeled as 0-1 Knapsack problems. We consider the properties of the application

and derive a linear time optimal scheduling algorithm for each model. The optimality

of the algorithms is proved. The simulation results, provided in this section, compare

the respective performances of the optimal scheduling algorithms. It is also discussed

how the models can be fine tuned. In Section 4.5, we study a model for packets with

soft and hard deadlines and derive its corresponding time efficient optimal schedul-

ing algorithm. Then, in Section 4.6, we take another approach, namely the fractional

Knapsack approach, to model the objectives. The new approach slightly improves

the performance of the system. In case all of the packets havehard deadlines, we

derive logarithmic time optimal scheduling algorithms forthe models. We prove that

the algorithms are optimal. Simulation results compare therespective performances

of the optimal scheduling algorithms using the first approach as compared with the

fractional approach. Finally, Section 4.7 contains our conclusions.

4.2 Problem Definition

The problem, which is proposed in this chapter, is aimed at modeling and optimally

managing traffic that is generated by multimedia applications with QoS requirements

as in the IEEE 802.16 standard. In this work, we consider the PMP mode.

Let us define atoneas a single-frequency electrical signal. In OFDMA, a number

of equally-spaced tones are selected from the available frequency spectrum. Next, the

tones are grouped into a number ofsub-channels. At every moment, all tones may be

used at the same time. The resulting signal from the transmission of all tones is called
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asymbol. A sub-frameis a number of consecutive symbols.

The OFDMA uses a two dimensional allocation scheme by involving thesub-

channelsin the frequency domain andsymbolsin the time domain. Therefore, every

sub-frame can be represented by a two-dimensional matrix with rows as sub-channels

and columns as symbols, as indicated in Figure 4.1.

We consider the Time Division Duplex (TDD) transmission scheme, which as-

signs disjoint portions of time to each transmitter in a two way communication sys-

tem. In OFDMA, transmissions are done on a frame by frame basis. Each frame is

divided into the downlink and uplink subframes. Data is sentfrom a BS to SSs dur-

ing downlink and from SSs to BS during uplink. We focus on the uplink scheduling

problem. Figure 4.1 shows the WiMAX frame structure in the TDD mode.

The smallest amount of resources that can be allocated to a user is called aslot,

which, in uplink, is a block of 1 sub-channel by 3 symbols (seeFigure 4.1).

The uplink process can be described as follows. When a new data packet arrives

in an SS to be sent over the channel, it is buffered in the SS. Then a bandwidth request

is sent from the SS to the BS. An admission controller in the BSconsiders the avail-

able bandwidth and the channel quality at the moment and makes a decision to accept

or reject the bandwidth request. Using a perfect admission controller and in good

channel conditions, data packets waiting to be served will not be overloaded and an

optimal scheduler will schedule all of the tasks without missing any deadlines. Two

types of bandwidth allocation methods are defined in the 802.16 standard: Grant Per

Connection (GPC), and Grant Per Subscriber Station (GPSS).With the GPC method,

BS allocates bandwidths to end users on a connection basis. With the GPSS method,

on the other hand, bandwidths are allocated on an SS basis, and packet scheduling is

handled by SSs. Since SSs can directly obtain the information on packet arrival and

QoS requirements of each connection, the SSs themselves canperform resource allo-

cation for each connection such that the overhead of information exchange between
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BS and SSs can be avoided. In this thesis, we focus on the GPC method. Therefore,

the BS scheduler is responsible for scheduling all of the bandwidth requests issued by

any SS. If the bandwidth request is rejected by the admissioncontroller, the BS lets

the SS know about the decision and then the SS will drop the data from its buffer and

will not send the data over the channel. If the request is accepted, the scheduler in the

BS assigns part of one of the future uplink subframes to the data and lets the SS know

about the decision when that frame starts. Therefore, the SSis informed about the

time to send the data from its buffer during the uplink subframe, which is determined

by the scheduler. Data to be sent from an SS to the BS should be transmitted to satisfy

a time constraint. In other words, sending overdue data doesnot make sense and it

will only waste the bandwidth. Therefore, the scheduler should consider the deadline

of any data packet waiting to be transmitted.

Time and frequency resources in an uplink subframe are allocated in a subchannel-

first manner; i.e., all slots in a subchannel are assigned before slots in the next sub-

channel are used. Moreover, slots assigned to a user start right after the last slot

assigned to the user before it; i.e., there is no gap between consecutive data packets

in an uplink subframe.

In general, data flows fall into the following four categories based on their QoS

requirements: UGS, rtps, nrtps and BE classes.

In this chapter, we intend to devise a method that, from the uplink scheduler point

of view, will satisfy the expected metrics of the QoS classesmentioned above. In

other words, we assume that by choosing a suitable coding scheme for data flows, the

data packets sent over the channel are received successfully at the destination, unless

the deadline of the data packet is missed in the receiver. Thedeadline represents the

time that data should be received in the destination after the data source has requested

a bandwidth over the wireless channel. Here, we aim to derivean optimal real-time

scheduling algorithm that manages the data packets to be sent while meeting the qual-
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Figure 4.1: WiMAX frame structure, sub-channel, symbol, and a typical UL slot.
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ity of service requirements in multimedia applications.

Let us assume that the number of data packets that arrive in SSs and request

bandwidth is equal ton. Each data packet has a length, a release time and a deadline.

The scheduler is to decide which tasks should be placed in each uplink subframe.

Decision making for scheduling needs to be done on a frame by frame basis. Uplink

subframes are sent periodically.

The goal of the uplink scheduling problem depends on the service provider and

its customers. The service provider must consider the QoS classes of its customers.

For instance, for a service provider that covers a library, data transmission is more

important than voice. On the other hand, in another area, such as the downtown of

a city, voice transmission might be more important than data. Therefore, any of the

following goals can be considered in uplink scheduling:

• Maximizing the number of data packets in any QoS class that are sent without

missing their deadlines.

• Maximizing the number of data packets in the UGS QoS class that are sent

without missing their deadlines.

• Maximizing the number of data packets in the rtps QoS class that are sent with-

out missing their deadlines.

• Maximizing the number of data packets in the nrtps QoS class that are sent

without missing their deadlines.

• Maximizing the number of data packets in the BE QoS class thatare sent with-

out missing their deadlines.

For underloaded systems, all of the data packets can be sent over the channel

without missing their deadlines. Here, we study the system under overloaded con-

ditions. The wireless system has limited resources. Therefore, there is a tradeoff in

goal achievement. In other words, conflict of goals may happen here. For instance:
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• A given algorithm may maximize the number of data packets, while another

algorithm may aim to improve the number of data packets of theUGS QoS

class.

• There may be two QoS classes, such as UGS and rtps. There may exist a num-

ber of data packets in each class waiting to be served. It is good to maximize

the number of data packets of the UGS QoS class and the number of data pack-

ets of the rtps QoS class. However, under overloaded conditions, this is not

possible.

Our goal is to devise a scheduling algorithm that satisfies customer needs.

4.3 Heuristic Algorithms

We may use one of the following heuristic scheduling algorithms:

• Regardless of the QoS class of the data packets, sort all of the packets based on

one of the following parameters: deadline, release time, orlength of the packet,

then send the packets one by one.

• We form four arrays of data packets, with each array belonging to one of the

UGS, rtps, nrtps and BE QoS classes. For each individual array, we may sort

the tasks based on the deadline, release time, or length of the packet in the array.

The service provider finishes serving one array and then starts serving another

one. The orders of the arrays to be served are based on the typeof the required

service by the majority of the customers. For instance, the rtps class may be

considered as the highest priority group of the tasks. However, usually, the

data packets in the UGS QoS class have the highest priority. But, as mentioned

before, assignment of priorities depends on the system designer and customer

needs.
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4.4 Model-Based Optimal Algorithms: First Method

It is not proved that any of the algorithms in Section 4.3 provides an optimal solution.

We now propose a model-based approach which is described as follows. First, we

distinguish all of the parameters of the system that can be used in making a decision

for scheduling. Then, we develop a model for the system. We may provide several

models. There is a trade-off among the goals of the system. Wetake the model which

best fits the system requirements. For each model, our goal isto find an optimal algo-

rithm which its running time is polynomial. We provide the optimal algorithms and

prove their optimality. Then, we compare the results of the algorithms correspond-

ing to each model. Based on the comparisons, a service provider can decide which

parameter set for the model is more appropriate.

We consider a set of data packets that are accepted by the admission controller

and waiting to be served. The deadline of each data packet is hard. In other words,

the deadline should be met and sending the data packet after its deadline is worthless

and will only occupy a portion of the uplink subframe. We consider a number of

parameters for each data packet; namely, deadline, releasetime, length (the number

of slots), and QoS class of the data packet. The length of a packet can be computed

by considering the number of bits of the packet and the numberof bits transmitted

per tone.

We present four preliminary models each of which optimizes the system from a

given perspective. Fragmentation is not allowed in the following models.

4.4.1 First Model

The objective of the first model is to maximize the number of packets to be sent

without missing their deadlines, regardless of the QoS class of the data packets.
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Formal Model

We model the objective as follows

max
n∑

i=1

vixi (4.1)

subject to
∑n

i=1 lixi ≤ C, whereC is the number of slots available in the uplink sub-

frame,xi equals 1 if the data packet is placed in the uplink subframe and 0 otherwise,

li is the length of the data packet, andvi = αi, where

αi =







1 if t ≤ di

0 otherwise,
(4.2)

with t being the time of sending the current uplink subframe plus anapproximation

of the time required for data delivery.

The model in (4.1) is a 0-1 Knapsack problem which is an NP-hard problem.

The Knapsack problem can be solved in pseudopolynomial timeusing a dynamic

programming algorithm with a run time ofO(Cn) [43, 55]. In this model,n is the

number of data packets waiting to be transmitted andC is the capacity of the uplink

subframe. For the application under study in this chapter, the number of data packets

is limited andC is a fixed value . Therefore, although the problem in NP-hard,we can

manipulate the dynamic programming algorithm for the 0-1 Knapsack problem and

derive its improved version to find the optimal solution of the problem in linear time.

The new algorithm will be hereafter referred to as algorithmEvalH. The importance

of a data packet as compared with the other data packets in this model depends on

the deadline of the packets. Therefore, in the second line ofthe algorithm EvalH, we

assignvi = αi for each data packet. Algorithm EvalH not only maximizes
∑n

i=1 vixi,

but also it indicates the set of data packets that are selected to be sent; i.e., the set of

data packets that satisfyxi = 1. We recall that the dynamic programming algorithm

for the 0-1 Knapsack problem only finds the maximum value of
∑n

i=1 vixi. Algorithm

EvalH is as follows.

% Algorithm EvalH
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1. for i = 1:n,{ v(i)= αi }

2. for i=1:n+1,{for j=1:C+1,{h(i,j)=0;}}

3. for i=2:n+1,{ for j=2:C+1,{SelecPackets(i,j,1)=0;}}

4. for i=2:n+1,{

5. for j=2:C+1,{

6. if (l(i-1) = j-1 ∨ l(i-1) < (j-1)),{

7. if (v(i-1)+h(i-1,j-l(i-1)) > h(i-1,j)),{

8. h(i,j) = v(i-1)+h(i-1,j-l(i-1));

9. SelecPackets(i,j,:) = SelecPackets(i-1,j-l(i-1),:);

10. k = SelecPackets(i,j,1);

11. SelecPackets(i,j,k+2) = i-1;

12. SelecPackets(i,j,1) = k+1;

13. }

14. else{

15. h(i,j) = h(i-1,j);

16. SelecPackets(i,j,:) = SelecPackets(i-1,j,:);

17. }

18. }

19. else{

20. h(i,j) = h(i-1,j);

21. SelecPackets(i,j,:) = SelecPackets(i-1,j,:);

22. }

23. }

24. }

Algorithm EvalH is a specialized version of the dynamic programming algorithm

for the 0-1 Knapsack problem. Therefore, it is an optimal algorithm for one uplink

subframe. In other words, algorithm EvalH is locally optimal. In the following theo-

rem, we prove that algorithm EvalH is not only locally but also globally optimal.
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Theorem 4.4.1 Algorithm EvalH is globally optimal for any given consecutive num-

ber of frames, in the sense of maximizing the number of data packets to be sent without

missing their deadlines.

Proof: We use induction to prove our claim. Algorithm EvalH is locally optimal:

it is clearly optimal for one subframe.

Let us defineV [k,m]
A as the sum of thevi’s that correspond to data packets which

are sent over the uplink subframe by some arbitrary algorithm A during the time

interval starting at framek and ending at framem.

We assume that algorithm EvalH is optimal for interval[0, K], therefore for any

given algorithmB,

V
[0,K]
B ≤ V

[0,K]
EvalH . (4.3)

Since algorithm EvalH is optimal for one subframe, we have

V
[K,K+1]
B ≤ V

[K,K+1]
EvalH . (4.4)

From 4.3 and 4.4, we conclude that

V
[0,K]
B + V

[K,K+1]
B ≤ V

[0,K]
EvalH + V

[K,K+1]
EvalH . (4.5)

In the application, decision making is done on a frame by frame basis. Therefore,

V
[0,K+1]
B = V

[0,K]
B + V

[K,K+1]
B (4.6)

and

V
[0,K+1]
EvalH = V

[0,K]
EvalH + V

[K,K+1]
EvalH (4.7)

Therefore, from 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7

V
[K,K+1]
B ≤ V

[K,K+1]
EvalH . (4.8)

Hence the theorem is proved. �
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Deadline (Used to determine value)Length (Weight)

τ1 120 time units 2 slots

τ2 244 time units 3 slots

τ3 12 time units 3 slots

τ4 106 time units 4 slots

τ5 478 time units 1 slots

Table 4.1: Deadlines and lengths of data packetsτ1, τ2, . . . , τ5

Example

We provide an example in this section to show how the algorithm works for one

uplink subframe. Let us consider a set of five data packetsτ1, τ2, . . . , τ5. We assume

thatt is 15 time units and the capacity of the uplink subframe is equal to 8 slots. The

deadlines and lengths of the data packets are as given in Table 4.1.

We intend to find a subset of the given data packets that has themaximumtotal

valuesamongst the subsets whosetotal lengthsare smaller than or equal to the ca-

pacity of the uplink subframe. By total value of a subset, we mean the sum of the

values of the data packets in the subset. The total weight of asubset is the sum of the

lengths of the data packets in the subset. Let us consider allof the permutations of

data packet subsets whose total weight is smaller than or equal to the uplink subframe

capacity. We look for the subset which has the highest total value as compared with

the other subsets. From now on, we refer to this subset as theoptimal subset. An

optimal subset is the optimal solution of our problem definedin this section. In order

to find the optimal subset for the example, we assignvi = αi for each data packet and

then use algorithm EvalH. The results are shown in two matrices. The first matrix,

namely matrixh, is provided as follows.
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h =


















0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3


















.

We observe that the bottom-right value ofh, i.e., h(n + 1, C + 1) with n = 5 and

C = 8, gives the total value of the optimal subset, which is equal to 3. The algorithm

not only finds the total value of the optimal subset, but also the optimal subset itself.

After running the algorithm, the number of data packets of the optimal subset is placed

in SelecPackets(n + 1, C + 1, 1). The three dimensional matrix SelecPackets is as

follows.

SelecPackets(:, :, 1) =

















0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3


















,

SelecPackets(:, :, 2) =
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1


















,

SelecPackets(:, :, 3) =

















0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

0 0 0 5 5 2 2 2 2


















,

SelecPackets(:, :, 4) =

















0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 5


















.

SinceSelecPackets(6, 9, 1) = 3, the optimal subset contains three data pack-

ets. These three data packets can be obtained fromSelecPackets(n + 1, C + 1, 2),

SelecPackets(n + 1, C + 1, 3) andSelecPackets(n + 1, C + 1, 4). Therefore the

set{τ1, τ2, τ5}, is the optimal subset of{τ1, τ2, . . . , τ5}.
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4.4.2 Second Model: Considering the Number of Packets in Each

QoS class

As mentioned earlier, for a service provider that covers a library, data transmission is

more important than voice. On the other hand, in another area, such as the downtown

of a city, voice transmission might be more important than data. Let us consider an

area in which the majority of the packets waiting to be servedare, for instance, in the

UGS class. After a while, depending on the customers’ type ofactivities, the majority

of packets could be in another QoS class, for instance in the rtps class. It is always

desired to have an adaptive scheduler that considers the number of packets in each

QoS class. We can extend the model and include the number of data packets in each

QoS classes waiting to be served. This way we can enforce the scheduler to consider

the number of packets in each class. We propose the followingmodel in order to

formally define our objective:

max
n∑

i=1

vixi (4.9)

subject to
∑n

i=1 lixi ≤ C, whereC is the number of slots available in the uplink sub-

frame,xi equals 1 if the data packet is placed in the uplink subframe and 0 otherwise,

li is the length of the data packet, andvi = hiαi, where

αi =







1 if t ≤ di

0 otherwise,
(4.10)

with t being the time of sending the current uplink subframe plus anapproximation

of the time required for data delivery. The parameterhi is the number of data packets

in the QoS class ofτi/n.

By changing thevi function in the first line of algorithm EvalH in Section 4.4.1

with vi = hiαi for each data packet, we can obtain algorithm EvalHF. The problem

presented in the second model is also a 0-1 Knapsack problem.With the same rea-

soning as for the first model and its corresponding optimal algorithm, we can show
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that algorithm EvalHF is locally optimal. It can also be shown that algorithm EvalHF

is globally optimal.

The disadvantage of this model appears when the number of twodifferent QoS

classes (for instance, UGS and BE QoS classes) of data packets to be scheduled are

the same. In this case, the priorities of the packets are the same. Usually, we prefer to

assign various values to two packets from two different QoS classes.

Theorem 4.4.2 Algorithm EvalHF is globally optimal for any given consecutive num-

ber of frames, in the sense of maximizing the total value of data packets, where the

value of a given data packetτi is equal tohiαi.

Proof: Theorem 4.4.2 can be proved in the same way as Theorem 4.4.1.�

4.4.3 Third Model: Considering the QoS Class of the Packets

For a WiMAX system, the data packets that arrive to be served are from various QoS

classes, namely UGS, rtps, nrtps and BE. Our objective is to find an optimal algorithm

that selects the largest subset of data packets to be sent through an uplink subframe,

while guaranteeing the expectations of the system. As discussed earlier, there is a

trade off amongst the goals of the system. Due to having limited resources under

overloaded conditions, we cannot expect from a scheduler tomaximize the number

of data packets from all QoS classes. As a matter of fact, system designers should

make a decision about the criterion which defines expectations. We introduce aclass

valueρi ∈ {θ, β, λ, γ} and assign it to the packets in each QoS class, whereθ, β, λ

andγ are the class values of the UGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE QoS classes, respectively.

Assigning an appropriate value to the set of class value parameters, we can spec-

ify our expectations. For instance, if the system designer assigns the same value to

the set of parameters,β = θ = λ = γ = 25, the expectation from the scheduler

is to maximize the number of data packets to be sent through anuplink subframe,
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regardless of the QoS classes of the data packets. Also, if the system designer sets the

parameters asβ = 85 andθ = λ = γ = 5, we expect the scheduler to maximize the

number of data packets to be sent while considering a higher priority for data packets

in the UGS QoS class. Thus, the system designer is able to enforce the importance of

a QoS class as compared with the other classes and set the expectations of the system.

Therefore, we can re-state the problem covered by the general model as follows. For

a given set of values assigned toβ, θ, λ andγ, which determine the expectations of

the system, the objective is to maximize the number of data packets to be sent through

an uplink subframe such that the expectations of the system are guaranteed.

In the third model, aclass valueis assigned to any data packet of a given QoS

class. Therefore, we can determine the priority of a given packet in a QoS class as

compared with the other classes. This way, we force the scheduling algorithm to

consider the class of the packet while scheduling. The modelis as follows.

max
n∑

i=1

vixi (4.11)

subject to
∑n

i=1 lixi ≤ C, whereC is the number of slots available in the uplink sub-

frame,xi equals 1 if the data packet is placed in the uplink subframe and 0 otherwise,

li is the length of the data packet, andvi = ρiαi, where

αi =







1 if t ≤ di

0 otherwise,
(4.12)

with t being the time of sending the current uplink subframe plus anapproximation

of the time required for data delivery and

ρi =







θ if τi belongs to the UGS class

β if τi belongs to the rtps class

λ if τi belongs to the nrtps class

γ if τi belongs to the BE class

(4.13)
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Assigning values toθ, β, λ andγ, a system designer determines a weight corre-

sponding to the packets in various QoS classes. The questionthat may arise here is

how to determine these weights. It is discussed in Section 4.4.6 that the system de-

signer specifies the desired behavior of the system and fine tunes the model in order

to adapt the model to the actual system. Fine tuning the model, we can suggest an

appropriate set of values forθ, β, λ andγ.

We can find the optimal local solution for this problem in the same way as the first

model in Section 4.4.1. We will refer to the resulting algorithm as algorithm EvalHQ.

Similar to algorithm EvalH, we can show that algorithm EvalHQ is not only locally

optimal, but also it is globally optimal for any number of consecutive frames.

The drawback of the this model is discussed as follows. Usingthis model, the

packets in a higher priority class will always have higher priority to be transmitted.

Therefore, it may happen in some cases that the packets from lower priority classes

are postponed for a long time. These packets could even lose their chance to be sent

without missing their deadlines.

Theorem 4.4.3 Algorithm EvalHQ is globally optimal for any given consecutive num-

ber of frames, in the sense of maximizing the total value of data packets, where the

value of a given data packetτi is equal toρiαi.

Proof: Theorem 4.4.3 can be proved in the same way as Theorem 4.4.1.�

4.4.4 Fourth Model: Considering the Spectral Efficiency of Pack-

ets

In the fourth model, our objective is to find the optimal schedule that selects a sub-

set of packets with the maximum throughput. In order to maximize the system’s

throughput, we should consider the spectral efficiency of the packets waiting to be

served. The corresponding spectral efficiency of each packet is the average number
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of bits of data that is carried over tone. Spectral efficiencydepends on the condition of

the channel when a bandwidth request is sent for the packet. The better is the condi-

tion of the channel, the higher is the spectral efficiency. The throughput of the system

is maximized if the total spectral efficiency of the packets chosen is maximized. We

model the problem as follows.

max
n∑

i=1

vixi (4.14)

subject to
∑n

i=1 lixi ≤ C, whereC is the number of slots available in the uplink sub-

frame,xi equals 1 if the data packet is placed in the uplink subframe and 0 otherwise,

li is the length of the data packet, andvi = κiαi, where

αi =







1 if t ≤ di

0 otherwise,
(4.15)

with t being the time of sending the current uplink subframe plus anapproximation

of the time required for data delivery. The parameterκi is the corresponding spectral

efficiency of the packetτi. Introducingκi will lead to maximizing uplink throughput.

The optimal local solution for this problem can be achieved in the same way as

the first model in Section 4.4.1. We will refer to the optimal algorithm corresponding

to the fourth model as algorithm EvalHS. Similar to algorithm EvalH, we can show

that algorithm EvalHS is not only optimal for one subframe, but also it is optimal for

any number of consecutive frames.

Theorem 4.4.4 Algorithm EvalHS is globally optimal for any given consecutive num-

ber of frames, in the sense of maximizing the total value of data packets, where the

value of a given data packetτi is equal toκiαi.

Proof: Theorem 4.4.4 can be proved in the same way as Theorem 4.4.1.�
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4.4.5 General Model: Maximizing the Value Based on Deadline,

Spectral Efficiency, Customer Needs, and QoS Classes

We now propose a general model for the problem. Before proposing the general

model, let us review the disadvantages of the previous models. The objective of

the first model is maximizing the number of packets to be sent without missing their

deadlines. The model ignores the QoS class of each packet andthe number of packets

in each QoS class. The disadvantage of the second model appears when there is an

equal number of data packets to be scheduled from two different QoS classes (for

instance, the UGS and BE QoS classes). In the third model, thepackets in a higher

priority class will always have a higher priority. Therefore, it may happen in some

cases that the packets from lower priority classes are postponed for a long time. These

packets could even miss their deadlines.

We combine all of the above models and provide a general modelfor the problem.

The general model not only has all of the advantages of the previous models, but

also does not suffer from their disadvantages. The objective of the general model is

to maximize the total value of the set of packets that are selected to be sent, while

the total length of the packets in the set does not exceed the capacity of the uplink

subframe. The value of each packet depends on the deadline ofthe packet, the spectral

efficiency of the packet, the number of packets in each QoS class, and the QoS class

of the packet. We define the general model formally as follows.

max

n∑

i=1

vixi (4.16)

subject to
∑n

i=1 lixi ≤ C, whereC is the number of slots available in the uplink sub-

frame,xi equals 1 if the data packet is placed in the uplink subframe and 0 otherwise,
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li is the length of the data packet, andvi = κihiρiαi, where

αi =







1 if t ≤ di

0 otherwise,
(4.17)

with t being the time of sending the current uplink subframe plus anapproximation

of the time required for data delivery. The parameterκi is the corresponding spectral

efficiency of the packetτi, hi is the number of data packets in the QoS class ofτi/n,

and

ρi =







θ if τi belongs to the UGS class

β if τi belongs to the rtps class

λ if τi belongs to the nrtps class

γ if τi belongs to the BE class

(4.18)

As discussed for the previous models, the general model is a 0-1 Knapsack prob-

lem, as well. Therefore, it is NP-hard. We can use the dynamicprogramming algo-

rithm for 0-1 Knapsack and specialize it such that the new algorithm, hereafter called

algorithm EvalHQF, not only provides the optimal solution for the problem, but also

indicates the set of data packets providing the optimal solution. We can prove that the

algorithm is also optimal for any number of consecutive frames.

Theorem 4.4.5 Algorithm EvalHQF is globally optimal for any given consecutive

number of frames, in the sense of maximizing the total value of data packets, where

the value of a given data packetτi is equal tohiκiρiαi.

Proof: Theorem 4.4.5 can be proved in the same way as Theorem 4.4.1.�

4.4.6 Fine Tuning the Model

We note in the above algorithms that the value of each data packet depends on its

deadline, spectral efficiency, class value, and the number of packets in each QoS

class. The class value of the packet is equal toθ, β, λ or γ if the packet is in the QoS
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class UGS, rtps, nrtp or BE, respectively. By assigning the class value parameters,

we are able to enforce the importance of a QoS class as compared with the other QoS

classes. We recall that the system resources are limited. Therefore, under overloaded

conditions, we can not guarantee to send all packets from various QoS classes. There-

fore, we have to choose a subset of packets to be sent. In orderto prioritize various

QoS classes, we should consider the desired behavior of the system to determine the

model with a set of values forθ, β, λ andγ. For instance, because of some econom-

ical benefits, it is desirable for most telecommunication service provider companies

to send more UGS packets as compared with other classes. The system designer

of a company may decide to assign the second highest weight tothe rtps packets,

and assign equal weights to nrtps and BE packets. Hence, the designer may suggest

{θ = 80, β = 10, λ = 5, γ = 5}, {θ = 50, β = 30, λ = 20, γ = 20}, or any other

set which may satisfy the economical policy of the company. In another economical

condition, the company may decide to assign a higher weight to nrtps packets as com-

pared with the other QoS classes and assign equal weights to the other QoS classes.

We can set a model corresponding to each suggested set, and then use the optimal

scheduling algorithm corresponding to each model. The performance of the optimal

scheduling algorithms corresponding to the various modelscan be compared. This

way the model whose class value set better satisfies the goal of the company can be

determined and its corresponding scheduling algorithm should be implemented.

4.4.7 Simulation Results for Packets with Hard Deadlines

Simulation conditions are as follows. Each set of data includesn data packets. For

each packet, we randomly generateri, li, anddi. The randomly generated data for this

simulation are uniformly distributed. When generatingri, li, anddi, the conditions

0 ≤ ri ≤ di and li > 0 are enforced. For the purpose of having a time limit in

obtaining the simulation results and without loss of generality, when we generateri
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between the number of UGS packets which are selected by the

algorithms to be sent.

and li, the conditions that0 ≤ ri < 200 and0 < li < 200 are also enforced. We

have assumed that frame duration ist = 150 time units and the capacity of the uplink

subframe isC = 1000 slots. In order to have a better analysis of the simulation results

at this point,κi is assumed 1 for all packets. We generate 10 different data sets and

execute the EvalH, EvalHQ and EvalHQF algorithms on each set. We compute the

average of the number of the packets sent in each QoS class forthe 10 simulations.

The simulation is done for the algorithms fromn = 20 to 200, with step size 20.

For this simulation, the percentage of the arrival packets in the UGS, rtps, nrtps, and

BE QoS classes are%55, %27, %13 and%5 respectively. We execute the EvalH

algorithm as well as EvalHQ and EvalHQF algorithms with three sets of class value

parameters, Set 1 ={θ = 50, β = 30, λ = 15, γ = 5}, Set 2 ={θ = 85, β = 5, λ =

5, γ = 5}, and Set 3 ={θ = 15, β = 70, λ = 10, γ = 5}. Finally, we implemented

algorithm EvalHQF, that is, the optimal algorithm for the general model, with the

class value parameters in sets 1, 2, and 3.
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Figure 4.3:Comparison between the number of rtps packets which are selected by the algo-

rithms to be sent.

In Figure 4.2, the four algorithms EvalHQF and EvalHQ with the class value

parameters in Set 1 and Set 2 have better results in sending UGS packets. Algorithm

EvalHQ with Set 2 is better as compared with EvalHQ with the Set 1 because the class

value assigned to UGS packets in Set 1 is higher than that of UGS packets in Set 2.

Algorithm EvalHQF with Set 1 is almost as good as the same algorithm with Set 2

due to the fact that algorithm EvalHQF considers the number of packets in each QoS

class as one of the parameters to evaluate the packets. In this simulation, the number

of UGS packets is high as compared with the packets in the other QoS classes.

In Figure 4.3, we observe that both algorithms EvalHQF and EvalHQ with Set 3

have a better performance as compared with the other algorithms in sending the rtps

packets, because rtps packets have a higher class value as compared with the other

packets in Set 3. In this simulation, the number of the packets in the rtps class is

small. After algorithms EvalHQF and EvalHQ with Set 3, algorithm EvalH has a

better performance as compared with the rest of the algorithms, as it gives an equal
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between the number of nrtps packets which are selected by the

algorithms to be sent.

chance to packets from various classes to be sent, while the four remaining algorithms

increase the chance of sending the packets in the other QoS classes.

In Figure 4.4, the algorithm EvalH is obviously better than the other 6 algorithms

in sending the packets in nrtps to the uplink subframe, because algorithm EvalH sends

the maximum number of packets before missing their deadlines and regardless of the

QoS class of the packets, while the other 6 algorithms increase the chance of sending

the packets in the other classes of QoS. Thus, the packets in the nrtps class have a

very low priority to be sent by algorithms EvalHQF and EvalHQwith Set 1, Set 2 or

Set 3.

It is shown in Figure 4.5 that the algorithm EvalH provides a significantly better

result in sending packets in the BE class as compared with theother algorithms. The

reason is the same as discussed for Figure 4.4.

Applying the EvalHQF algorithm withκi = 1 for all packets, we reduce the gen-

eral problem to a simpler problem which does not consider thecorresponding spectral
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Figure 4.5:Comparison between the number of BE packets which are selected by the algo-

rithms to be sent.

efficiency of the packets as a factor in scheduling. Let us consider the simulation con-

ditions mentioned in this section, except for the corresponding spectral efficiency of

the packets. We compare the throughput achieved by the EvalHQF algorithm in the

two following cases: (1) Setκi to 1 for all packets (2) Assign randomly generated

values in the range of[1/6, 3] to κi. The randomly generated data for this simulation

are uniformly distributed. The result of the simulation is presented in Figure 4.6.

Both algorithm, whose performances are compared in the Figure 4.6, represent

the optimal schedules corresponding to the cases where either spectral efficiency of

the packets is considered or is not considered in the objective. We observe in the fig-

ure that the throughput of the system improves significantlywhen the corresponding

spectral efficiency of the packets are considered as a parameter while scheduling.
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Figure 4.6:Throughput achieved by the EvalHQF algorithm when the spectral efficiency of

the packets is either considered or not considered in the objective.

4.5 A Model for Packets with Soft and Hard Deadlines

4.5.1 Model and Optimal Algorithm

We may consider the packets in the nrtps and BE class as soft real-time packets,

because the packets in these classes do not have to be transmitted by a given deadline

(it is true, of course, that their transmission should not bepostponed forever). In the

model proposed in this section, theαi of a packet which belongs to either the BE or

nrtps QoS class is equal to unity as long as the deadline of thepacket is not passed.

After missing its deadline,αi will be decreased as time passes until it will be equal to

zero. The function forαi is defined as

αi =







1 if t ≤ di

1 − s(t − di) if di < t ≤ di + 1/s

0 if di + 1/s < t,
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wheres > 0 is the rate, or slope, by whichαi decreases. The higher the slope, the

earlierαi will be zero. Considering the definition of the QoS classes, we consider

a higher slope for the packets in the nrtps class as compared with the packets in

the BE class. The system designer should consider the type ofpackets in the nrtps

and BE classes in the system to determine a value for the slopes of nrtps and BE

packets. The model proposed in this section is the same as thegeneral model derived

in Section 4.4.5, except for theαi assigned to each of the QoS classes. We call the

model as Soft/Hard General model from now on. In the model, the αi for UGS and

rtps packets are computed in the same way as in the model in Section 4.4.5.

The Soft/Hard General model is a 0-1 Knapsack problem. The problem is NP-

hard. However, the number of packets is limited in the application and the size of

an uplink subframe is fixed, as with the previous models in this chapter. Therefore,

we improve a pseudopolynomial dynamic programming algorithm for the 0-1 Knap-

sack problem to achieve a linear optimal algorithm for the Soft/Hard General model.

We name the algorithm EvalHQF-SH. In the following theorem,we prove that the

algorithm is not only optimal for one frame, but also for any number of consecutive

frames. In other words, algorithm EvalHQF-SH is globally optimal.

Theorem 4.5.1 Algorithm EvalHQF-SH is globally optimal for any given consec-

utive number of frames in the sense of maximizing the total value of data packets,

where the value of a given data packetτi is equal tohiκiρiαi. The data packets have

either soft or hard deadlines.

Proof: Theorem 4.5.1 can be proved in the same way as Theorem 4.4.1.�
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4.5.2 Simulation Results for Packets with Soft and Hard Dead-

lines

We compare the EvalHQF and EvalHQF-SH algorithms when the slope of αi for

nrtps packets is equal to 0.2 and the slope ofαi for BE packets is equal to either 0.1

or 0.001. Simulation conditions are the same as those in Section 4.4.7, except for

the percentage of the packets in the UGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE QoS classes, which are

equal to15%, 10%, 5%, and70%, respectively. We execute the algorithms with the

class value parameters{θ = 70, β = 10, λ = 10, γ = 10}. Spectral efficiency is

assumed to be the same for all packets. All of the algorithms compared in this section

are the optimal algorithms for their corresponding models.Therefore, comparing

the three algorithms, we compare three models for the WiMAX uplink scheduling

problem. In Figure 4.7, we observe that the number of BE packets that are sent

during uplink is higher when we use algorithm EvalHQF-SH as compared with the

EvalHQF algorithm. In fact, an EvalHQF-SH algorithm gradually decreases the value

of BE packets to be sent after missing their deadlines, as opposed to the EvalHQF

algorithm which makes the value of the BE packets equal to zero after their deadlines.

Amongst the two EvalHQF-SH algorithms implemented for simulation, the one with

the lower slope for the BE packets provides more chance to send the BE packets that

have missed their deadlines. We also observe in Figure 4.8 that when an algorithm

provides a higher opportunity for the BE packets to be sent ascompared with the

other algorithm, the algorithm has to decrease the number ofpackets in the other

QoS classes with hard deadlines. As we mentioned earlier, considering the limited

capacity of an uplink subframe, there is a trade off in the number of packets to be

sent in various QoS classes. The system designer should choose a model which better

describes the desired behavior of the system.

We have also simulated the algorithm for the case where the percentages of the

packets in the UGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE QoS classes are equal to 55%, 15%, 5%,
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Algorithm EvalHQF, {70, 10, 10, 10}, BE Soft with Slope 0.1
Algorithm EvalHQF, {70, 10, 10, 10}, BE Soft with Slope 0.001

Figure 4.7:Comparison between the number of BE packets sent when BE and nrtps packets

have hard or soft deadlines. The percentage of the arrived packets are 15, 10, 5, and 70 for

UGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE classes, respectively. Spectral efficiencies of the packets are the

same.

and25%, respectively. We execute the algorithms with the class value parameters

{θ = 30, β = 5, λ = 5, γ = 60}. We can observe its corresponding simulations

results in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.

4.6 Model-Based Optimal Algorithms: Second Method

4.6.1 Model and Optimal Algorithm

In this section, we show that the uplink scheduling problem can be viewed with an-

other perspective. We extend our previous work by allowing packing and fragmenta-

tion and model the problem with a new approach hence considering a more general

problem.

In this section, we take a new approach to model the problems.We express the
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Algorithm EvalHQF, {70, 10, 10, 10}, BE Soft with Slope 0.1
Algorithm EvalHQF, {70, 10, 10, 10}, BE Soft with Slope 0.001

Figure 4.8:Comparison between the number of UGS packets sent when BE andnrtps packets

have hard or soft deadlines. The percentage of the arrived packets are 15, 10, 5, and 70 for

UGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE classes, respectively. Spectral efficiencies of the packets are the

same.

objective function as

max
n∑

i=1

wiyi (4.19)

subject to
∑n

i=1 yi ≤ C, whereyi is the number of slots of packetτi that are transmit-

ted during the uplink subframe. In other words,yi ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., li}, whereli is the

length of packetτi. The parameterwi, which is the gain per slot of packetτi, depends

on the objective of the problem. In fact,wi, which represents unit value ofτi, is the

ratio of value over length and is stated as

wi = vi/li, (4.20)

wherevi is the value of packetτi. Equation (4.19) is a Fractional Knapsack problem.

We define parameterχi which can have discrete values in{0, 1/li, 2/li, ...li/li}
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EvalHQF, {30, 5, 5, 60}, All deadlines are hard
EvalHQF−SH, {30, 5, 5, 60}, BE Slope=0.1, nrtps Slope=0.2
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Figure 4.9:Comparison between the number of BE packets sent when BE and nrtps packets

have hard or soft deadlines. The percentage of the arrived packets are 55, 15, 5, and 25 for

UGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE classes, respectively. Spectral efficiencies of the packets are the

same.

and re-write Equation (4.19) as

max

n∑

i=1

viχi, (4.21)

subject to
∑n

i=1 χili ≤ C. The value function can be chosen as in Section 4.4.5

and Section 4.5. We may model uplink scheduling problems with various objectives

by assigning various functions ofαi, ρi, hi andκi to vi. For instance, one may let

vi = αiκi to maximize system throughput, while maximizing the numberof packets

with hard deadlines transmitted before their due time and minimizing the overdue

time of sending packets with soft deadlines.

Since the model in (4.21) is a fractional Knapsack problem, it has an optimal

greedy algorithm. The greedy algorithm that always selectsthe object with better

ratio of value (vi) over weight (li) always finds an optimal solution to the Fractional

Knapsack problem [23]. We adapt the greedy algorithm to our application as follows.
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EvalHQF, {30, 5, 5, 60}, All deadlines are hard
EvalHQF−SH, {30, 5, 5, 60}, BE Slope=0.1, nrtps Slope=0.2
EvalHQF−SH, {30, 5, 5, 60}, BE Slope=0.001, nrtps Slope=0.2

Figure 4.10: Comparison between the number of UGS packets sent when BE andnrtps

packets have hard or soft deadlines. The percentage of the arrived packets are 55, 15, 5, and

25 for UGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE classes, respectively. Spectral efficiencies of the packets are

the same.

The packets are first sorted in descending order with respecttowi as defined in (4.20).

Then, the algorithm starts from the top of the sorted list andadds packets one by one

to the subset of the selected packets as long as the total length of the selected packets

does not exceed the capacity of the uplink subframe. Let us assume that the total

length of the firstS packets is less than or equal toC, and the length of theS + 1 top

valued packets is larger thanC. The packets transmitted in uplink subframe will be

the firstS packets plus a fragment of the(S +1)st packet, such that the total length of

the packets sent is equal toC slots. Corresponding to each algorithm in Section 4.4,

we derive in this section an algorithm based on the fractional approach. From now

on, we call the set of algorithms proposed here as the fractional algorithms of EvalH,

EvalHQF, EvalHQ, EvalHQF and EvalHQF-SH.

The fractional algorithms are optimal for one subframe because the greedy algo-
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rithm is optimal for the fractional Knapsack problem. The following theorem states

that the algorithm is also globally optimal.

Theorem 4.6.1 The fractional algorithm of EvalHQF-SH is globally optimalfor any

given consecutive number of frames in the sense of maximizing the total value of data

packets, where the value of a given data packetτi is equal tohiκiρiαi. The data

packets have either hard or soft deadline.

Proof: We recall from the proof of Theorem 4.4.1 thatV
[k,m]
A is the sum of the

vi’s that correspond to data packets which are sent over the uplink subframe by some

algorithmA during the time interval starting at framek and ending at framem.

Scheduling of packets by the fractional algorithm of EvalHQF-SH is performed

in each frame. Therefore, the algorithm takes a greedy approach on a frame by frame

basis. So, the following condition holds for any given fractional algorithmB:

V
[0,K+1]
B = V

[0,K]
B + V

[K,K+1]
B (4.22)

Therefore, Theorem 4.6.1 is proved in the same way as Theorem4.4.1. �

The global optimality of the fractional algorithms of EvalH, EvalHQF, EvalHQ,

EvalHQF can be proved in the same way as in Theorem 4.6.1.

The algorithm is a dynamic priority real-time scheduling algorithm, because the

priorities of the packets depend on the time of decision making as compared with the

deadline of the packets. The priority of a given packetτi is determined by the value

of wi, wherewi is a function ofαi. Packets have either hard or soft deadlines. In

case the packets have hard deadlines, thenαi ∈ {0, 1}. Otherwise, if the deadline

of the packet is soft, thenαi ∈ [0, 1]. The value ofαi for each packet is changed as

time passes. Therefore, we have to sort the packets in the queue once again based on

their new priorities in each frame. We use binary sort to sortthe queue on a frame by

frame basis. Therefore, the running time of the algorithm isO(nlogn), wheren is the

number of packets that are waiting to be served.
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However, if all of the packets have hard deadlines, althoughthe packets still have

dynamic priorities, it is not required to re-sort the queue in every frame. As a matter of

fact, if all of the packets have hard deadlines, we use binarysearch to find the location

of a new packet to be inserted into the queue. Since all of the packets are located in

the queue based on their priorities, the queue remains sorted except for the packets

that miss their deadlines. The priority of the packets that miss their deadlines is turned

to zero. The priorities of the packets in the queue remain unchanged. For each frame,

the algorithm starts from the top of the queue and takes the packets with non-zero

priorities one by one until the total size of the selected packets does not exceed the size

of the uplink subframe. The packets with zero priorities areremoved from the queue

by the algorithm. The time complexity of inserting a new packet into a sorted queue

is O(logn). Assuming thatn packets with hard deadlines arrive duringH consecutive

frames, the time complexity of any fractional algorithm isO(nlogn). However, since

H is large and the number of the packets that are inserted into the queue during an

uplink subframe is small and limited, we can say that the timecomplexity for the

fractional algorithm during an uplink subframe isO(logn). In the real application,

the number of packets, which are inserted into the queue during an uplink subframe,

is smaller than or equal to 4 packets.

4.6.2 Simulation Results for the Second Method

We implemented the fractional algorithm for various objective functions. Simulation

conditions are the same as in Section 4.5, except that fragmentation is allowed for the

simulation here. Since this algorithm is also optimal, the results are close to those

in Figures 4.2 to 4.10. However, since fragmentation is allowed for the new model,

we achieve a slightly better performance as compared with the previous method. The

simulation results are observed in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.

Then, we simulate the fractional algorithms of EvalHQF and EvalHQF-SH with
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EvalHQF, {30, 5, 5, 60}, All deadlines are hard
EvalHQF−SH, {30, 5, 5, 60}, BE Slope=0.1, nrtps Slope=0.2
EvalHQF−SH, {30, 5, 5, 60}, BE Slope=0.001, nrtps Slope=0.2

Figure 4.11:Comparison between the number of BE packets sent when BE and nrtps packets

have hard or soft deadlines, using the fractional algorithms of EvalHQF and EvalHQF-SH.

The percentage of the arrived packets are 55, 15, 5, and 25 forUGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE

classes, respectively.

the simulation conditions mentioned above, except that thespectral efficiencies of the

packets are the same. The simulation results can be observedin Figures 4.13 and

4.14.

The fractional algorithms of EvalHQF and EvalHQF-SH provide a slightly better

performance as compared with their corresponding non-fractional algorithms. Also,

if all packets have hard deadlines, then the running times ofthe fractional algorithms

are significantly better than those of the previous algorithms (logarithmic vs. linear).

4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented a general model to describe uplink scheduling in WiMAX

systems. Four important models, which can all be derived from the general model,
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EvalHQF, {30, 5, 5, 60}, All deadlines are hard
EvalHQF−SH, {30, 5, 5, 60}, BE Slope=0.1, nrtps Slope=0.2
EvalHQF−SH, {30, 5, 5, 60}, BE Slope=0.001, nrtps Slope=0.2

Figure 4.12:Comparison between the number of UGS packets sent when BE andnrtps pack-

ets have hard or soft deadlines, using the fractional algorithms of EvalHQF and EvalHQF-SH.

The percentage of the arrived packets are 55, 15, 5, and 25 forUGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE

classes, respectively.

were also described and studied. The objective of our first model is to maximize the

number of packets to be sent in uplink regardless of the QoS class of the packets. The

objective in the second model is to maximize the totalvalueof packets that are sent

during any given consecutive number of frames, where the value of a given packet

depends on its deadline and the number of the packets in its QoS class. The objective

of the third model is the same as the second model except for the value assigned to

each data packet, which depends on its deadline and class value. Finally, the objective

of the fourth model is the same as the second model except thatthe value assigned to

each data packet depends on the deadline of the packet and thecorresponding spectral

efficiency of the packet.

Our general model mitigates the disadvantages of the previous models and ben-

efits from their advantages. The objective of the general model is to maximize the
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EvalHQF, {30, 5, 5, 60}, All deadlines are hard
EvalHQF−SH, {30, 5, 5, 60}, BE Slope=0.1, nrtps Slope=0.2
EvalHQF−SH, {30, 5, 5, 60}, BE Slope=0.001, nrtps Slope=0.2

Figure 4.13:Comparison between the number of BE packets sent when BE and nrtps packets

have hard or soft deadlines, using the fractional algorithms of EvalHQF and EvalHQF-SH.

The percentage of the arrived packets are 55, 15, 5, and 25 forUGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE

classes, respectively. Spectral efficiencies of the packets are the same.

total value of packets sent in uplink during any given numberof consecutive frames,

where the value of a given packet depends on its deadline, thenumber of packets in

its QoS class, its corresponding spectral efficiency, and the priority of its QoS class.

Finally, we improved our general model and obtained a model in which BE and nrtps

packets may also have soft deadlines instead of hard deadlines.

In the models mentioned above, the total length of the slots assigned in each frame

can not exceed the number of slots available in that frame. Each of the above prob-

lems is therefore a 0-1 Knapsack problem, which is an NP-hardproblem. We note that

there exists a well-known dynamic programming algorithm that is pseudopolynomial

optimal for the 0-1 Knapsack problem. The running time of thedynamic algorithm

is O(Cn), whereC is the size of the knapsack andn is the total number of items

for the 0-1 Knapsack problem. In the application under studyhere; namely, uplink
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EvalHQF, {30, 5, 5, 60}, All deadlines are hard
EvalHQF−SH, {30, 5, 5, 60}, BE Slope=0.1, nrtps Slope=0.2
EvalHQF−SH, {30, 5, 5, 60}, BE Slope=0.001, nrtps Slope=0.2

Figure 4.14:Comparison between the number of UGS packets sent when BE andnrtps pack-

ets have hard or soft deadlines, using the fractional algorithms of EvalHQF and EvalHQF-SH.

The percentage of the arrived packets are 55, 15, 5, and 25 forUGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE

classes, respectively. Spectral efficiencies of the packets are the same.

scheduling for WiMAX,C is the size of the uplink subframe andn is the number of

data packets that are waiting to be sent. We considered the properties of this appli-

cation and noticed the fact thatn is limited and does not grow exponentially and the

value ofC is fixed. We modified the dynamic programming algorithm and adapted it

to the application and derived a linear-time optimal algorithm for each problem. The

optimal algorithm for each problem not only finds the optimalvalue, as in the original

dynamic programming algorithm, but also it finds the set of packets that contribute

in the optimal solution. In summary, we found anoptimal algorithm that provides

solutions for the model inlinear time.

We also showed how the general model can be fine tuned. Fine tuning the model,

one can make sure that by running the optimal scheduling algorithm of the model, the

desired behavior of the system can be achieved and QoS expectations can be met.
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We finally modeled the general problem with another approach. We showed that

the application can be modeled as a fractional Knapsack problem. Therefore, an op-

timal scheduling algorithm for the application is a greedy algorithm. We proved that

the algorithm is optimal for any number of consecutive subframes. Since fragmen-

tation is allowed in the model, the performance of the greedyoptimal algorithm is

slightly better as compared with the optimal algorithm for the previous approach. In

general, the running time of the algorithm isO(nlogn). However, we observed that

if packets have hard deadlines, considering the propertiesof the application, the run-

ning time of the algorithm for the uplink scheduling problemis O(logn). In this case,

the optimal algorithm is more time efficient as compared withthe algorithm for the

previous method. The model for the problem can be fine-tuned in the same way as

discussed for the previous approach.

We studied various objectives that can be considered in the uplink scheduling

problem for a telecommunication system with two-dimensional radio resources, such

as WiMAX. Depending on the objective, we model the problem aseither a 0-1 Knap-

sack problem or a fractional Knapsack problem. For either ofthe modeling ap-

proaches, the model is required to be fine-tuned to satisfy QoS requirements. We

derived an optimal time-efficient scheduling algorithm foreach model.

The problems under study in this chapter and their corresponding optimal algo-

rithms are summarized in Table 4.2. We note that

• Corresponding to each set of values for{θ, β, λ, γ}, there exist a Third model,

a General model, a Hard/Soft General model, and a fractionalGeneral model.

• We have derived an optimal algorithm corresponding to each model studied in

this chapter.

• In a system, the size of the uplink subframe and its time interval are limited. On

the other hand, there are a number of demands that are all desired. For instance,
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it is desired to increase the total number of packets to be sent, increase the num-

ber of packets in UGS, rtps, nrtps, and BE classes, increase the throughput of

the system, decrease the penalty to be paid for packets with soft deadlines, etc.

However, due to having limited resources, it is impossible to achieve all of the

desired behaviors at the same time. For instance, if we increase the number of

UGS packets in the uplink subframe, we have to decrease the number of pack-

ets from the other classes. If we aim to increase the throughput of the system,

we have to consider corresponding spectral efficiencies of the packets regard-

less of their QoS classes. In other words, there exists a tradeoff of demands.

We can not achieve the best performance for all of the possible demands of the

system. We determine our demand, and then compare the performance of the

various optimal algorithms, each of which corresponds to a model, and choose

the optimal algorithm that gives the best result. The model that corresponds to

the best optimal algorithm is the desired model for system. In other words, if

we schedule the uplink subframe using the optimal algorithmcorresponding to

the desired model, the system behavior will be the desired one.

• In this chapter, we argued that we can modify the general model to consider

packets with either soft or hard deadlines. The new model is called Hard/Soft

General Model. In the same way as for the general model, the first, second,

third, and fourth models can be improved as new models that cover packets

with either soft or hard deadlines.

It is shown in this chapter that the general model can be modified as a fractional

general model. In the same way, the first, second, third, and fourth models can

be modified as fractional models.

The methods mentioned in this chapter can be applied for uplink and downlink

scheduling problems in Long Term Evolution (LTE), which is another telecommuni-

cation system with two dimensional radio resources.
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Problem Optimal Algorithm

First model: Maximizing number of packets without

missing their deadlines. Deadlines are hard. See Sec-

tion 4.4.1.

EvalH

Second Model: Maximizing the value based on num-

ber of packets in each QoS class and deadlines. Dead-

lines are hard. See Section 4.4.2.

EvalHF

Third Model: Maximizing the value based on QoS

class of packets and deadlines. Deadlines are hard.

See Section 4.4.3.

EvalHQ

Fourth Model: Maximizing the value based on spec-

tral efficiency of packets and deadlines. Deadlines are

hard. See Section 4.4.4.

EvalHS

General Model: Maximizing the value based on dead-

line, spectral efficiency, number of packets in each

class, and QoS class values. Deadlines are hard. See

Section 4.4.5.

EvalHQF

Hard/Soft General Model: Maximizing the value

based on deadline, spectral efficiency, number of

packets in each class, and QoS class values. Dead-

lines are either hard or soft. See Section 4.5.1.

EvalHQF-SH

Hard/Soft General Model: Maximizing the value

based on deadline, spectral efficiency, number of

packets in each class, and QoS class values. Dead-

lines are either hard or soft. See Section 4.6.1.

Fractional EvalHQF-SH

Table 4.2: The scheduling problems studied in Chapter 4 and their corresponding

optimal algorithms
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Open Problems

5.1 Conclusions

Real-time systems are defined as those systems in which the correctness of the system

depends not only on the logical result of computation, but also on the time at which

the results are produced. If the timing constraints of the system are not met, system

failure is said to have occurred. A real-time application isnormally composed of

multiple tasks with different levels of criticality. Although missing deadlines is not

desirable in a real-time system,soft real-time taskscould miss some deadlines and the

system could still work correctly. However, missing some deadlines for soft real-time

tasks will lead to paying penalties. On the other hand,hard real-time taskscannot

miss any deadlines, otherwise undesirable or fatal resultswill be produced in the

system. In this thesis, we have provided a formal definition for real-time systems.

The contributions of this thesis consist of three original results in the field of real-

time scheduling algorithms.

• Penalty minimization in scheduling a set of soft real-time tasks:

For a set of soft real-time tasks that are to be scheduled on a single machine un-

der overload conditions, our objective is to minimize the total penalty paid. It is
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shown that this optimization problem is NP-hard. In this part of this thesis, we

derived and proved a number of properties of any optimal scheduling algorithm

for the problem. In an optimal schedule for the problem, whena task is execut-

ing and a higher-priority task arrives, the higher prioritytask will immediately

preempt the execution of a lower priority task. Also, in an optimal schedule, a

task can not be preempted more than once by another task.

Since the problem is NP-hard, it is not known whether there exists a polynomial

time optimal schedule for the problem. We designed 14 heuristic algorithms

for the problem which, although they are not proved to be optimal, behave in

a manner similar to an optimal algorithm for a number of properties. In other

words, the properties, which have been proved in this thesisfor any optimal

algorithm for the problem, are considered in designing the heuristic algorithms.

The heuristic algorithms differ in the way that task priorities are assigned. We

presented numerical simulations and compared the penalty to be paid by various

algorithms that are proposed. We observed that in the algorithms in which

the priority assigned to each task is non-decreasing in penalty factor, we pay

less total penalty as compared with the algorithms that behave in the opposite

way. Similarly, we pay less total penalty for the algorithmswhose priority

assignment is non-increasing in execution time or non-increasing in deadline,

as compared with the algorithms whose priority assignment is performed in the

opposite way.

We concluded from the simulation results that algorithmS8 has the best so-

lution as compared with the other algorithms discussed in this research. The

priority assigned to each task in algorithmS8 is non-decreasing in penalty fac-

tor over execution time. The total penalty of the optimal solution should be

equal to or smaller than the output of algorithmS8.

We also derived and proved a tight upper bound for the objective function. The
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running time of computing the upper bound isO(n2), wheren is the number

of tasks. Therefore, it is feasible to compute the upper bound for a set of large

real-time tasks in a short time. We provided numerical results that compared the

upper bound with the optimal solution and the heuristic algorithms. From the

numerical results, we can observe that the upper bound derived here is closer

to the optimal as compared with the best heuristic algorithmprovided in this

research. However, the upper bound does not provide a schedule. Therefore,

in practical problems, where we have to provide an schedule,algorithmS8 is

recommended.

• Minimizing the number of processors with partitioning strategy and the EDF-

Schedulability test:

The problem of scheduling a set of periodic preemptive independent hard real-

time tasks on the minimum number of processors required was studied. We

use the partitioning method to schedule the tasks on the processors. Therefore,

we consider a combination of (allocation algorithm, scheduling algorithm). In

other words, it is required to have an algorithm to allocate aprocessor to each

task and a scheduling algorithm to schedule the tasks on eachprocessor. The

EDF scheduling algorithm is used on each processor. Using the partitioning

strategy with the EDF-schedulability test, we can take advantage of the proper-

ties of the EDF scheduling algorithm and the partitioning method. We observed

that the problem is reducible to a fixed-size bin packing problem. The problem

is NP-hard; thus, it is unlikely to find a polynomial-time algorithm to schedule

the tasks on the minimum number of processors.

We presented twelve heuristic algorithms for the problem. We showed that it

is guaranteed that all of the deadlines are met by all of the twelve heuristic

algorithms provided in this research. The reason is that thevarious allocation

algorithms that are considered in this thesis share the following common prop-
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erties: Start with one processor. Take tasks one by one and decide which of the

existing processors should be assigned to the task, while sufficient conditions

of EDF-schedulability should be satisfied for each processor. Each allocation

algorithm adds a new processor to the system, only if there isnot enough spare

capacity for the new task on the existing processors to guarantee the feasibility

of EDF-scheduling.

We found and proved a lower bound for the minimum number of processors for

any allocation algorithm that has the properties discussedin the previous para-

graph. The results of the lower bound obtained in this work are very close to the

results of the FFDU and BFDU algorithms discussed in Section3.4. Simulation

results lead us to the fact that the difference between the number of processors

achieved by the FFDU algorithm, the results of an optimal algorithm, and the

lower bound is negligible. We concluded that the lower boundderived in this

thesis is very tight.

We derived an upper bound for the number of processors required by any allo-

cation algorithms in our framework and with EDF-schedulability test on each

processor.

We also compared a number of heuristic algorithms with an EDFschedulability

test with each other and with the bounds that we derived. Using the numerical

results, we demonstrated that the lower bound is very tight.

• Maximizing the total value of packets in uplink transmissions in a WiMAX

wireless telecommunication system. The value of each packet depends on its

deadline, its QoS class, its spectral efficiency, and the number of packets in

each QoS class.

Traffic management algorithms in wireless communications should provide

reasonable services for multimedia applications such as Voice over IP, video
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conferencing, and video on demand. Each service request in multimedia appli-

cations has a deadline which should be met. The deadline represents the time

by which data should be received in the destination after thedata source has

requested bandwidth over the wireless channel. In this partof the thesis, first

we provided four various models, each of which considers a number of param-

eters of the system. The objective of the first model is to maximize the number

of data packets to be sent in uplink, regardless of the QoS classes of the data

packets. The modeled problem is a 0-1 Knapsack problem. Therefore, it is an

NP-hard problem. The 0-1 Knapsack problem can be solved in pseudopolyno-

mial time using a dynamic programming algorithm. The running time of the

algorithm isO(Cn), where in our applicationn is the number of data packets

awaiting to be serviced andC is the size of an uplink subframe. The number

of data packets for this practical application is limited. Therefore, although

the problem in NP-hard, we can use a dynamic programming algorithm to find

the optimal solution of the model in linear time. We notice that the algorithm

is optimal for any given uplink subframe. In other words, it is a locally opti-

mal algorithm. We then prove that the algorithm is not only locally but also

globally optimal. In fact, we show that the algorithm is optimal for any given

consecutive number of frames.

In the second model, we assign anumber valueto the packets in each QoS

class. This value is equal to the ratio of the number of data packets in each QoS

class to the total number of data packets to be served. Using this method, the

service provider can automatically adapt itself with customer needs. We can

find the optimal solution (globally and locally) of this problem in the same way

as the first model.

In the third model, aclass valueis assigned to any data packet of a given QoS

class. Therefore, we can determine the priority of a given packet in a QoS class
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as compared with the other classes. This way, we force the scheduling algo-

rithm to consider the class of the packet while scheduling. Using this model,

the packets in a higher priority class will always have higher priority to be trans-

mitted. We can find the optimal solution (globally and locally) to this problem

in the same way as the first model.

In the fourth model, we consider the spectral efficiency and the deadline of each

packet while scheduling. The optimal algorithm for the fourth model maxi-

mizes the throughput of the system, while considering timing constraints of the

system.

We finally combine all of the above models and provide a general model for the

problem. The general model not only has all of the advantagesof the previous

models, but also it is free of the disadvantages of the previous models. The

new model formally describes the following problem: For a WiMAX system,

the data packets that arrive to be served are from various QoSclasses, namely

UGS, rtps, nrtps and BE. Our objective is to find an optimal algorithm that se-

lects the subset of data packets with the maximum total valueto be sent through

an uplink subframe. The value of each packet depends on the QoS class of the

packet, the spectral efficiency of the packet, the deadline of the packet and the

number of packets in each QoS class. As discussed earlier, there is a trade off

amongst the goals of the system. Due to having limited resources under over-

loaded conditions, we cannot expect from a scheduler to maximize the number

of data packets from all QoS classes. As a matter of fact, system designers

should make a decision about the criterion which defines expectations. In other

words, the designer should determine an appropriate set of values for the class

value parameters, namelyβ, θ, λ andγ. Fine tuning of the class value param-

eters, we adapt the general model such that it presents the exact behavior and

expectations of the systems. In order to fine tune the model, one should com-
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pare the simulation results of the optimal scheduling algorithms corresponding

to the models with various sets of values for class value parameters. For a given

set of values assigned toβ, θ, λ andγ, which determine the expectations of the

system, the objective is to maximize the total value of data packets to be sent

through an uplink subframe such that the expectations of thesystem are guar-

anteed. In this case, the optimal solution for the model is the optimal solution

for actual WiMAX uplink scheduling.

The problem is a 0-1 Knapsack problem. Therefore, it is NP-hard. In the ap-

plication, the number of data packets awaiting to be serviced is limited and the

size of the uplink subframe is fixed. Hence, despite the fact that the problem

is NP-hard, we can use a dynamic programming algorithm to findthe optimal

solution of the model in linear time. The optimal algorithm corresponding to

the actual model of the system is an optimal scheduling algorithm for the sys-

tem. We prove that the algorithm is optimal both locally and globally. In other

words, the linear time algorithm optimally schedules the data packets arriving

during any given number of consecutive frames.

We implemented the aforementioned steps and performed a setof simulations.

We analyzed the simulation results and discussed how to fine tune and deter-

mine the exact model of the system.

We also extended our solution to any given set of data packets, with either soft

or hard deadlines. We explained how one can change the model to handle data

packets with soft deadlines as well as data packets with harddeadlines.

In summary, we developed a general model for the WiMAX uplinkscheduling

problem with data packets from all QoS classes and soft or hard deadlines. We

derived an optimal linear time algorithm for the problem.

Then, we used another approach to model the uplink scheduling problems. We

showed that the uplink scheduling problems can be modeled asa fractional
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Knapsack problem. The fractional Knapsack problem can be solved optimally

using a greedy algorithm inO(nlogn), wheren is the number of objects. We

modified a greedy algorithm to adapt it with the wireless telecommunication

application. The algorithm is optimal for one subframe. We proved that the

algorithm is also optimal for any number of consecutive subframes. We dis-

cussed that if all packets have hard deadlines, consideringthe properties of the

application, the running time of the greedy algorithm for the uplink scheduling

problem isO(logn) per subframe. If a number of packets have soft deadlines,

the running time of the algorithm becomesO(nlogn).

With the new approach, we consider the same parameters as in the general

model with the 0-1 Knapsack approach. We have derived optimal algorithms

for both approaches. However, since fragmentation is allowed in the model

with fractional Knapsack approach, the performance of its optimal algorithm

is slightly better as compared with the optimal algorithm for the previous ap-

proach, namely 0-1 Knapsack approach. If all packets have hard deadlines, the

greedy algorithm is more time efficient as compared with the algorithm for the

previous method. The model for the problem can be fine tuned inthe same way

as discussed for the 0-1 Knapsack approach.

5.2 Open Problems

Some open problems corresponding to the various schedulingproblems studied in

chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this thesis are as follows.

• In Chapter 2, we studied the problem of minimizing the penalty to be paid by

scheduling a set of soft real-time tasks on a single processor. We proved a num-

ber of properties of optimal scheduling algorithms for the problem. Finding the

properties of an optimal algorithm, we designed polynomialtime heuristic al-
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gorithms that demonstrate a very close behavior to an optimal algorithm for the

problem. The heuristic algorithms differ in the way that thepriorities of the

tasks are assigned. We compared the penalty to be paid by an optimal algo-

rithm and the various heuristic algorithms proposed. We also derived a tight

upper bound for the objective function.

For future work, one may study finding a lower bound and also the ratio of the

the upper bound developed in this thesis as compared with theoptimal solution.

It would also be worthy if one can model the problem as a LinearProgramming

(LP) problem. In this case, some polynomial time algorithms, such as those that

lie into the category of the Interior Point method [12], can be applied. These

algorithms can find the value of the total penalties of the optimal solution which

grows in polynomial time with the number of constrains of theLP problem.

• In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we studied the problem of determining the minimum

number of identical processors required for scheduling a set of independent pe-

riodic hard real-time tasks such that the timing constraints of the events are

satisfied. We focused on the partitioning strategy, where the EDF scheduling

algorithm schedules the tasks assigned to each processor. We showed that the

problem is reducible to the fixed size BPP problem. We derivedan upper and

a lower bound for the number of processors of any combinationof EDF-based

partitioning scheduling algorithms. The most popular scheduling algorithms

are the Rate Monotonic (RM) and the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithms,

since both of them are optimal scheduling algorithms on uni-processor systems

[45]. As a next step of the work, one may study the minimum number of pro-

cessors required for scheduling a set of tasks with hard deadlines, when the

partitioning strategy is used and the RM scheduling algorithm schedules the

tasks assigned to each processor. In case we use the RM scheduling algorithm

on each processor, the problem is reduced to the BBP problem with bins of var-
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ious sizes. It would be an interesting problem to derive lower and upper bounds

for the number of processors required by partitioning RM-based scheduling

algorithms. Also, it would be worthwhile to derive time efficient heuristic al-

gorithms for the problem, and compare the heuristic algorithms, the upper and

lower bounds, and an optimal algorithm of the problem.

• In Chapter 4, We studied uplink scheduling for telecommunication systems,

such as WiMAX, which use a two dimensional allocation schemeby using

subchannels in the frequency domain and symbols in the time domain, as dis-

cussed in Section 4.2. The problem under study in Chapter 4 isto allocate

time-frequency resources to the packets waiting to be sent over the channel

during uplink subfarmes. We aimed to maximize the total value of the pack-

ets that are sent from SSs during uplink subfarmes. The valueof a packet is a

function of its deadline, its QoS class, the number of packets in its QoS class,

and its corresponding spectral efficiency.

The results we derived in this thesis for this problem can be extended and de-

veloped for downlink scheduling. The optimal method we invented for uplink

scheduling does not work for the downlink scheduling problem in WiMAX, as

resource allocation is different in uplink as compared withdownlink.

– Uplink resources are allocated in a subchannel-first manner; i.e., slots in

a subchannel are assigned before slots in the next subchannel are used.

Moreover, slots assigned to a user start right after the lastslot assigned to

the user before it; i.e., there is no gap between consecutivedata packets in

uplink subframes.

– In WiMAX, downlink resource assignment aims to cover the twodimen-

sional resource space with as many rectangular blocks as possible such

that the number of unused resources (i.e., gap among blocks)is mini-
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mized.

The more time-frequency resources allocated to packets in each downlink sub-

frame, the more throughput we get from the system. In addition, choosing

a subset of packets with the maximum total value, we will achieve a better

throughput, QoS, and flexibility for the system. For downlink scheduling, in

the same way as in uplink scheduling, we can define a function to assign values

to packets based on their deadlines and type of the deadlines, spectral efficien-

cies, QoS class of the packets, and the number of packets in each class. One

should look for an appropriate model for the downlink scheduling problem and

find its corresponding optimal algorithm, as the one we derived for the uplink

scheduling problem. A number of heuristic algorithms are used in industry, but

this problem remains to be an interesting open problem.
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